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A METHOD OF PREDICTING TUNA CATCH BY USING
COASTAL SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURES'

FRANK J. HESTER

U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory,
San Diego, California

INTRODUCTION

From its start nearly 60 years ago the California tuna fishery has

grown into the state's largest fishery, both in value and in pounds
landed (Power, 1960). Yellowfin tuna {Neothimnus macropterus) and
skipjack {Katsiiwonus pelamis) now are the two most important species
and comprise the bulk of the California tuna landings. These are

tropical tunas and seldom enter California waters in commercial quan-
tities, the greatest portion of the catch being made by large bait boats
and purse seiners operating off Mexico, Central America and South
America.

In contrast to the distant fishery supported by yellowfin and skipjack
is the fishery for the temperate tunas, albacore {Thunnus germo) and
bluefin {Thunnus saliens). During the summer and fall, both of these

species occur off the California and Baja California coasts where they
are taken by many boats incapable of making the long trips to the

tropics. Baitfishing and trolling produce the major portion of the

albacore catch, whereas the bluefin is almost exclusively a purse-seine

fishery. For detailed accounts of these methods see Godsil (1938) and
Shimada and Schaefer (1956) on baitfishing, Scofield (1956) on troll-

ing, and AVhitehead (1931), Scofield (1951) and Orange and Broadhead

(1959) on purse seining.
The catches from the California albacore and bluefin fisheries have

varied markedly from year to year. The author, and other researchers,

feel that some of this variation has been attributable to changes in the

ocean climate off' the California coast. The present study attempts to

relate fluctuations in the temperate tuna catch (bluefin and albacore)
to environmental conditions as measured by sea-surface temperatures at

two shore stations in southern California.

ERRORS IN ESTIMATING AVAILABILITY FROM CATCH RECORDS

The majority of the local tuna catch has been made during the

summer months. The seasonal nature of the California tuna fishery
indicates that fluctuations in catch due to changes in the geographical
distribution of the fish are of major importance. Some of this variation

may be due to changes in the behavior of the fish rather than their

actual absence from California waters. Present knowledge makes it

1 Submitted for publication March, 1961.
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dil'licull, if lint iiiipossihlc, to (list iiijiiiisli I)c1 w t'l'ii lliict nations caused

by absence and those eaused by behavioral differences. For this study,
no attempt is made to sepai'ate tliese two causes. Instead it is assumed
tliat two ]io]iulations of tuna, one of albacore and one of l)iuefin, ai'e so

located tliat during' the summer months tiieir ranjics include the Avatei's

off southern California. The dejiree of presence (availability) of these

populations is samphnl by theii- i-espective fishei-ies. This method of

sami)lin^- is subject to ei-rors introduced by inclement weather and

ciian^es in the economy. Both of tliese eri-ors can be ti'cated as part of

the samplin<>- error. Variations in landings due to changes in population
size (abundance) can also be treated as a randondy distributed sam-

plin<z' eri'or.

An additioiuil source oi' vai'iatioii in the landiujis may he atti-ibutcd to

changes in the size of the fishing fleet. The crroi- from this source can
not be randomly distributed for the mimber of boats in both the alba-

core and the bluefin fleets has declined since the li)4{)'s, but Aai-iations

due to changes in fleet size are assumed to be small.'t->^

DISTRIBUTION OF CATCH

According to Clemens (1955), the usual albacoi-e season starts ai-ound

the middle of June. During the three years covered in his report, 1951-

]953, the first catches were made in the vicinity of Cedros and Guada-

lupe Islands. As the sunnuer progi-essed, the fishery moved up the coast

terminating in the fall with the majority of tiie catches being made
north of Point Conception.

During the spring of lilGO, the l)Ui"eau of C\)mmercial Fisheries, San
Diego Biological Laboi-atory, in coopei'ation with the V. S. Navy, initi-

ated an offshore albacore survey. Trolling gear was placed aboard five

radar picket vessels .stationed about 250 miles offshoi-e from southern
California to Washington. The early season catch as re])orted by these

ships seemed to follow the northward and inshore march of the 59 de-

gree isotherm (John.son, 19(j()). Apparently the northward movement
of the fishery reported by Clemens is related to sea temperature. This

concept was origiimlly develo]ied by Thompson (1917). who utilized

mean minimum aid temperature data from nuiritime stations as an
index of sea temperature. He observed a striking: correlation between
observed temperatures and the noi-fhward movement of the fishery.

Recently, Kadovich (1961) has ])ointed out that mo\cinen1 of tiic fishei'v

is related to tem])erature.
It is common kiu)wle(lge that the bluefin fishei-y dex-elops furthci-

south than the all)ac(ii-c fisliei'w often starting in .hinc near ('a|»e San

Lazaro, Baja California, and shows a similar northward movi'uient later

in the season. Catches are made off southern California in the late

summer and early fall (Skogsberg, 1925). Schools ai-e i-epoi-ted north
of point (V)nception. but the catcli from this area is negligible.

That tempei-ature does i)lay an important role in th(> movements of

these fishes was dramatically shown by changes in the catch localities

for albaeoi'e and bluefin during the recent waini period 1957 to lIMiO.

Sea-sui'face teiiiperatui'cs durini; these years i-angcd 4 degrees F. higher
than the lO-year mean (^b-(iai\v, 19fi()). The usually large fishei'y for

albacore off Baja California failed; it deve|o])ed instead sevei-;d bun-
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clred miles to the north. At the same time, the bluetin catch oflf southern
California increased, resulting in the largest landings from California

waters since the late 1940 's. The striking contrast between the most

productive bluefin areas in August 1952 and 1953, two years of cold

water temperatures, and August 1957 and 1958, is shown in Figure 1.

The data came from tuna seiner logbooks maintained by the fleet since

1952 for the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission.

PT. CONCEPTION

^BALBOA UNITED

MEXICO

GUADALUPE I

C.SAN LAZARO-C^

AREA OF BEST CATCH

AUGUST 1952 8 3

1957 a 8
C. SAN LUCAS

FIGURE 1. Changes in the most productive areas for bluefin fishing between

August 1952 and 1953 and August 1957 and 1958.
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Any attempt to postulate some parlieular upUniLuu lemperaliire i'or

albacore would have to explain the difference of several dep:rees in

water temperature existing between our troll fishery and the Japanese
liole and line fishery. The best Japanese catches occur in waters warmer
than off CaliJornia (Calif. .Mar. Res. Connn., l!)GU, Murphy). The
reverse seems to be true for bluefin, as the Japanese net fishery is eon-

ducted at a lower temperature than ours (Uda, 1957). In this case,

liowever, a different popnlation of bluefin tuna may be involved since

traus-Pacific migrations have not been demonstrated for bluefin as

they have for albacore (Otsu, 1960).
It is possible that temperature affects the behavior of a fish in such

a way tliat the best catches for particular ty{)es of gear occur at dif-

ferent temperatures. For example, there is some indication that bait-

fishing for albacore is more successful later in the season when the

schools are more concentrated. This concentration of schools may be
related to the higher water temperatures which occur later in the

season.

Several indirect effects might influence the capture of tunas. One is

the increased basic productivity found in areas of upwelling. Schaefer

(1957) also points out that areas of tropical tuna concentrations

appear to coincide with regions of high basic productivity. An in-

crease in the amount of tuna food in an area could result in a tempera-
ture-tuna relationship seemingly dependent upon the cooler water asso-

ciated Avith the upwelling.

High productivity as well as other factors which may be correlated

with temperature can produce changes in water clarity and these in

turn may influence fishing success. Some attempts have been made to

relate fishing success to turbidity (Whitehead, op. cit. and Murphy,
1959). The latter relates albacore catch to underAvater visibility on
the assumption that troll caught albacore are sight feeding. Thus

trolling success might be poor in the turbid coastal water close to shore,
Avhereas net fishing for bluefin may depend upon pooi- underwater

visibility resulting in better catches near shore and at inght.

CHANGES IN LANDINGS

Yearly tuna landings are reported by the California Department of

Pish and Game in its Fish Bulletin series. The catch is divided into

fishing boat landings from waters north of the California state line,

California Avaters, and Avaters south of the International liorder. The
total landings from 1945 through 1959 are given in Table 1. The cut-

off date, 1945, A\'as chosen in order to exclude some of the economic
factors present during the Avar years. In addition to total landings,
albacore and bluefin landings from south of the International Border

and from California AA'aters haA^e been provided. An increase in the

bluefin catch from California Avaters Avas coincident Avith the Avarm-

Avater conditions in ]f*57 and ]i>5H. For comparison, tropical tuna

landings from California Avaters also have been given in Table 1. The

])resence of commercial quantities of these fish in California Avaters

may be r(^garded as a further indication of dianges in ilie oceanic
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TABLE 1

Landings in Millions of Pounds for Bluefin and Albacore

Thousands of Pounds for Yellowfin and Skipjack^
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TEMPERATURE AS AN INDEX OF AVAILABILITY OF
ALBACORE AND BLUEFIN

A source for sea temperature data covering the same period and
areas as the catcli is difficuH to find. Since li)4f), California Coopera-
tive Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CCOFl) has run a series of

station lines from San Francisco to Cape San Lucas but the coverage
is missing for certain key months. Sea-surface temperatures collected

by tlie U. S. Weather Bureau are sparse prior to 1950. However, sea-

surface tcnipoi-atures are available from sliore stations along tlie Cali-

fornia coast back to 1935. These data have been colk'cted by the Uni-

versity of California, Seripps Institution of Oceanography, under a

program initiated by Dr. George F. McEwen. Observations from the

two stations south of latitude 34° N., La Jolla, and Balboa Pier, have

been averaged for use in this study (Tabic 2). Although these shore

stations are in the northern part of the area to be considered, they

probably will provide an index to environmental changes in the sea

off southern California and northern Baja California. This is due to

the common circulation of the waters from Point Conception to Point

Eugenia (Calif. Mar. Kes. Comm., 1958).
The bulk of the local tuna has been caught during -Itily. August

and September. A comparison has been made in Figure 4 between the

annual catch of bluefin from California waters and albacore from
waters south of the International Border, and the sea-surface tempera-
tures at Balboa and La Jolla averaged together for these three months.

Two lines were fitted by the method of least squares, A-A' for albacore

and B-B^ for bluefin. The equation for A-A' is :

1) ^, = 163.84 — 7.65T,

where A.^ is the estimated albacore catch (millions of pounds) south

of the International Border and Tg is the average surface water tem-

perature (degrees Centigrade) July through September at Balboa and
La Jolla. The standard error of an estinuited catch is 7.412 and the

standard error of the slope is 2.68. The equation for B-B' is:

2) S, = -112.32 +6.17T,
where Bg is the estimated bluefin catch (millions of pounds) from Cali-

fornia waters and T., is as above. The standard error of an estimated

catch is 4.607 and the standard error of the slope is 1.66. The slope of

the line in equation (1) is significant at the 5 percent level, the slope
in equation (2) at the 1 percent level. The inverse relationship between
the bluefin and albacore catch is apparent.
A study of j^ear to year temperature changes indicates that warm

years along the southern California coast are preceded by warm water

temperatures in winter. This has been atti-ibuted to increased advection

from the south during the winter months (Calif. Mar. Res. Comm.,
1953) and other causes. The relationship between winter and summer
temperatures provides a convenient way to predict unusually good or

bad years for the local tuna fisliery. In Figures 5 and 6, the southern

albacore and northern bluefin catches were plotted against Balboa and
La Jolla sea-surface temperatures averaged together for the months
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By accepliiig tlie precedinj^- assumpliuns, it now sliould be possible
to make catch predictions based on temperature. For example, the

fonr-nionth average winter water temperature for Balboa and La
JoHa diiriiiji' ^'^{^() was 14.;?5 degrees C. From equation (4) we would
then e.sliinate the IDGU California bluefin catch to be 8.0 million

pounds and from (3) we w^ould estimate the albacore catch south of

the International Border to be L'^.f) million pounds. Fiducial limits at

about the ()() percent ])r()l)ability level would be 3.2 to ]2.8 million

pounds for bluefin. Similarly, we can estimate that the 11)60 albacore

landings from Avaters south of the International Border will lie be-

tween the 66 percent confidence limits of 8.5 and 19.3 million pounds.
The actual landings for 1960 are not yet available from the California

Department of Fish and Game, so it is not possible to check our fore-

cast. Preliminary reports, without regard to area of catch, indicate

that the bluefin figure should be close. An earlj^ season tie-up by the

albacore fleet wall probably result in an over-estimate for the albacore

prediction. However, since the equations were derived from data that

were uncorrected for economic factors, the source of error due to the

tie-up should be already included in our confidence limits.

FORECASTING TOTAL CATCH

So far only catches from limited areas have been considered. An
attempt to predict total California landings from sea-surface tempera-
tures is more involved. Total California albacore landings (Table 1)

are made up of fish from south of the International Border, fish from

California waters, and fish from north of the California state line.

Although temperature might influence the movements of the fish in

the latter two areas, the errors, which before could be treated as ran-

dom sampling errors, become large north of the International Border.

This is primarily due to large changes in fleet size depending on the

success of the salmon troll fishery and the southern albacore fishery.

The effect of weather probably is important too and would produce

greater variability in the size of the catch north of Point Conception.
For this reason an average of the ir)-year landings is probably the best

available estimate for the landings from California waters for any

j^ear. This average is 17.60 million pounds. Until a pre-season measure

of changes in effort is available for the albacore fishery, a closer esti-

mate of total catch cannot be made.
Total bluefin landings closely follow^ the trend of the landings from

California waters. The relationship between total bluefin landings and
winter water temperature is given by :

5) Bt = —76.52 + 6.40r,„

where Bt is total bluefin landing in millions of pounds and T,o is the

winter sea-surface temperature previously described. The standard

error of an estimated catch is 6.947. The standard error of the slope is

2.08. The slope is significant at the 1 percent level. The total estimated

California bluefin catch for 1960 is 15.32 ± 6.9 million pounds at the

66 percent confidence level.
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SUMMARY

1. Tuna landino-s from southern California waters fluctuate from

year to year both in quantity and area of capture.

2. A correlation has been shown between sea-surface temperature
(July, August, and September mean) at two southern California shore

stations and bluefin and albacore catch from selected areas.

3. This correlation holds when winter water temperatures are used

permitting a forecast of bluefin and albacore catch before the season

begins.

4. Equations have been given for predicting any year's bluefin and
albacore catch in selected areas and limits of confidence are set.

5. Landings from the selected areas have been compared witli total

California landings.
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A MECHANICAL NET-PULLER FOR SKIFF FISHING
WITH GILL NETS^

EMIL J. SMITH, JR."

Marine Resources Operations
California Department of Fish and Game

INTRODUCTION

For years Marine Resources Operations personnel felt the need for a

mechanical net-puller. The usual "armstrong" method of retrieving
involved from four to six men and was anything but economical. The
use of large crews normally necessitated "borrowing" personnel from
other projects to supplement the small number of men normally en-

gaged in any particular investigation. This practice was usually satis-

factory but one could not always depend upon obtaining extra men
when needed.

Personnel of the Barracuda and AYhite Seabass Management Study,
Dingell-Johnson project F-16-R, procured samples of project species
in several ways : from the sport and commercial fisheries in southern
California waters, and with gill nets, beach seines and hook and line.

Local samples were normally procured from the existing fishing indus-

tries but on occasion specimens of sizes not captured by the commercial
fisheries had to be taken with sampling nets. On survey trips into Mexi-
can waters, however, procuring samples required extensive use of gill

nets. During the project 's first Mexican cruise in October 1958 it re-

quired two to four men to retrieve gill nets by hand. The large crew

effectively limited the amount of gear that could be handled in the

•skiff at one time and necessitated frequent returns to the research

vessel to unload.
A second survey cruise to Mexican waters was planned for January

and February 1960, at which time widespread sampling for white

seabass in the upper Gulf of California was proposed. The large area

to be covered by the survey and the short hours of daylight at that

time of year pointed up a need for greater efficiency in handling gill

nets, our main sampling tool. Project personnel felt the best way to

speed up the operation would be to develop a net-puller so that nets

could not only be lifted faster but could be fished in mucli deeper water
than was formerly possible.

RESEARCH

A survey of equipment being iised by commercial while seabass fisher-

men in southern California was conducted in the fall of 1959. That

1 Submitted for publication July 1960. This work was performed as part of Dingell-
Johnson Project California F-16-R, "Barracuda and Wiiite Seabass Management
Study", supported by Federal Aid to Fisli Restoration Funds.

- Since this article was written the author transferred to the Water Projects Branch.
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tliou^'lil to lie llic most siiit;il)lc to ilic jKM'ds (jf tlie j)roject was being
used by skiff lislicnncii 'I'oiii Faiiiici- around Santa Barbara and Theo-
doic ]\. Plicgley at Newport ]^ea<li. The m-t -pullers used by these fisher-

men were similar, differing mainly in the mannci- in wliidi power was
transmitted from tlie motor to tlie gurdy.

At Santa liarbara Mv. Farmer had his net gurdy powered l)y a

three-horsepower Continental, aii- cooled, gasoline engine (Figure 1).

Power was transmitted by direct drive through an Ohio reduction gear
to tlie gurdy. A moehanieal clutcli was placed between the engine and
reduction gear to enable the lone operator to disengage the gurdy when
removing fish from the net.

The net rollers used on the skiff were made of redwood covered with

fiberglass. The rollers were mounted on a hinged base so that the unit

could be swung inboard when the boat was under way.
Nets were pulled across the rollers on the port side of the boat by

winding them around the gurdy directly opposite on the starboard

side. When a fish was encountered in the net, the gurdy was dis-

engaged, the fish removed and the operation continued.

Nets were set over the starboard side of the stern around a vertical

guide roller, used to keep them from becoming entangled in the out-

board motor.

Air. Phegley's skiff is used I'or white seabass fishing at Newport
Beach and has a net gurdy powered bj^ a three-horsepower Briggs and

FIGURE 1. Outboard powered skiff, owned and operated by Tom Farmer of Carplnteria,

California, used for white seoboss fishing in the Santa Borbara area. Photograph by the

author, October, 1959.
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FIGURE 2. Surf skiff, owned and operated by Theodore R. Phegley of Costa Mesa, Cali-

fornia, used for white seabass fishing in the Newport Beach area. Pbofograph by fhe author,

Ocfober, 1959.

Stratton, air cooled, gasoline engine (Figure 2). This gurdy instead

of having direct drive was driven by v-belts and speed was reduced by
pulleys instead of a reduction gear. A truck steering knuckle was used
to give the necessary 90 degree angle drive to the gurdy head.

Nets were fished from this skiff in much the same manner as they
were by the Santa Barbara fisherman but the gurdy was mounted on
the left side of the boat instead of the right. The net roller was dif-

ferent, being constructed of hardwood strips fastened to spacers
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turning- on ;i |)i|><' axlo. Xo jiiiidc rollers were employed. This skiff was

also operati'd l)_\-
one iii;iii. Vnv (coiioiiiy. tlic cliitcli \\;is d ispciiscd with;

fisli removal was effected by simply lil'nui: the net <i\]' llie t^iinly until

tlie fisli could be diseiitan<>led.

Nets were set over the side of tlie skiff ;ind here also a vertical guide
bar was used to keep lliem away fi-oni tin; outboard motor.

DEVELOPMENT

The net jiurdy we developed (Figure ')) incorporated many of llie

features of the commercial ourdies but was adapted to our particular
needs by beiiifj; self-contained so il coidd be removed from the skiff

when not in use. The gurdy was powered by a three-horsepower Brio-jis

and Stratton, alumiinim block, air cooled, <iasoline eu<iiiie. This en<>'ine

was chosen because of initial low cost and ready availal)ility of spare

parts. Power is transmitted fi-om the engine to the reduction gear by
a double v-belt drive. A speed reducer having a gear ratio of 35 : 1 was
installed. The engine geared down tlirough a 6:1 reduction gear, de-

veloped a driveshaft speed of (iOO r.p.m. which was further reduced by
a ratio of "2 A in the pulleys, giving a final speed of 28 i-.p.m. at the

gurdy head. This speed is ideal for pulling nets. The gurdy head was
constructed of two steel tank ends, vulcanized and bolted together with

a wooden spacer. The wooden spacer was used to keep anchor lines

from cutting through the vulcanized gurdy faces.

The ccmiponents were mounted on a piece of alumiinnn alloy deck

]date with aluminum channel bi-ackets. The cover framework was con-

structed of aluminum angle material and the entire luiit was covered

with one-fourth-inch marine plywood to keep nets from becoming en-

tangled in the machinery and to kec^j) excess salt water oH' the motoi'.

Gurdy; steel tank ends vulcanized

 bolted together w/wood

spacer.
GILL NET GURDY

w//m////M/m

Sleeve coupling-

^Shoft speed: 28 RPM

Reduction Gear

^35-1 ratio

Motor; Briggs-tStratt on, gos
Mod:943069
3HP, w/6-l reduction geors

Pully:Gotes 2B-34 v- Belts Gates Vulco Pully:Gotes 28-6 8

2-groove type B-68 2-groove type

FIGURE 3. Sketch of gill net gurdy showing component parts. Channeled framev/ork and

plywood covering not included.
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The assembled unit weighed approximately 150 pounds but could have
been made lighter with several modifications. Instead of housing the

reduction gear in a steel case, as we did, aluminum could have been

used. A smaller unit such as a Bond speed reducer, Series QV or OEV,
could have been used and by all calculations would have produced
sufficient torque. This substitution would have cut the weight by at

least 20 pounds. Steel tank ends were used in constructing the gurdy
head but it was felt that aluminum could have been used just as well.

The project's net-puller employs a v-belt drive without the benefit of

a clutch, which was found to be unnecessary. However, with but a

slight modification an idler pulley used as a clutch could be installed

between the motor and reduction gear. An alternate arrangement
would be to use a standard Briggs and Stratton motor developing a

shaft speed of 3,600 r.p.m. and having a centrifugal clutch. The gurdy
would then be disengaged when the speed of the motor was reduced.

With this plan a pulley speed reduction of 1:3.3 would work satisfac-

torily. A centrifugal clutch would also add a safety feature in that the

clutch would disengage whenever the gurdy was overloaded and the

speed of the engine was reduced to half of its normal operating speed.

The vulcanized gurdy head was designed to pull nets and would be

a little awkward if used exclusively to pull beach seines and crab or

lobster pots. When handling only lines it would be more practical to

substitute a standard metal drum for the rubber one so that lines could

be slacked oft" when necessary, a difticult feat if more than one turn was

taken around the wooden spacer of the net gurdy. When handling lines

exclusively a higher gurdy speed is desirable and this could be effected

by changing the diameters of the pulleys.

GILL NET SKIFF

Gu\<i®

Net Rollers: Wood w/fiber glass
coating

FIGURE 4. Sketch of gill net skifF showing method of setting net and placement of equipment.
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FIGURE 5. Gill net skifF showing anchor line coming aboard. Photograph by Leo Pinkas,

January, 1960.

The net rollers we installed were constructed of solid wood covered

with fiberglass. They were mounted in a fixed position (Figure 4) on
the left side of the skiff. It was found, however, that as originally
iiiniinted they were too far forward (P^igure 5). For most efficient op-
eration they should be positioned so the middle of the horizontal roller

would be at right angles to the forward edge of the gurdy.
The pulling power developed by the unit was estimated to be greater

tlian 6,000 inch-pounds of torque, more than sufficient for the intended

use.

The sketch (Figure 4) and i)liot()gra{)h (Figure 5) show i)laeement
of the net gurdy for the gill net operations. The unit was made longer
tlijin necessary so it could l)e bolted securely to the thwarts, but for

iitlM'i- ap])li('ations the entire unit conld l)e sliorteiu^d by one-foui'tli

without sacrificing efficiency. The reduction gear could also be mounted
above the motor effectively.

DISCUSSION

By using a net-puller, gill netting required but two iiicn I'nv satisfac-

tory o]ieration. One man was sufficient for handling the net and skiff

but the collection of other scientific data iu>cessitated another man.

During the cruise to the (lulf of Califoi'uia an average of live nets a

night were set in from 3 to 180 feet of water. The net gurdy not only
allowed us to fish deeper than was previously possil)l(' l)ut the time
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saved in the operation permitted our engaging in other types of sam-

pling.
SUMMARY

A mechanical net-puller or gurdy was developed by Dingell-Johnson

Project F-16-R to assist in fishing with gill nets to obtain samples of

project species. Fishing gill nets by hand had proved difficult and time

consuming in deep water and required a two to four man crew. The

net-puller enabled fishing with gill nets to a depth of 180 feet and it

was felt the.y could have been fished deeper. By using the gurdy, one

man could handle the nets. The gurdy was also found useful for pulling
beach seines and lobster pots and with slight modification its efficiency

for these purposes could be greatly increased.
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OCCURRENCE OF THE ROUND STINGRAY,
UROLOPHUS HALLERI COOPER, IN

HUMBOLDT BAY, CALIFORNIA'
E. A. BEST

Marine Resources Operations
California Department of Fish and Game

INTRODUCTION

The round stingray was first described from the waters of San Pedro
and San Diego Bays by Cooper (1863, p. 95). Since then various
authors have redescribed tlie fish and recorded the areas of southern

California, Baja California and the Gulf of California in which it is

found. Carman (1913, p. 401) divided TJrolophus into two genera,
UrolopJuis and Urohatis, on the basis of disk shape. Bigelow and
Schroeder (1953, p. 418) considered this differentiation as merely
specific and relegated Urohatis to synonymy with JJrolophiis.

OCCURRENCE IN HUMBOLDT BAY

On May 12, 1960, while observing seining operations to eliminate bat

rays {Myliohatis califoniiciis) from the oyster beds of the Coast Oyster
Company of California in north Humboldt Bay, Humboldt County,
California, I collected a single male round stingray 408 mm. in total

length. It was taken in a seine haul in one of the shallow sloughs that

are characteristic of the bay. This capture extended the range approxi-

mately 290 miles in a northwesterly direction. The preserved specimen
has been deposited in the California Academv of Sciences collection

(CAS No. 26786).

The successful haul was made at approximately low water during a

series of spring tides. The predicted low for Humboldt Bay on May 12

was —1.6 feet. At that stage, the water would probably not be more
than six feet deep anywhere in the slough and generally would be con-

siderably less.

RECORDED RANGE

The recorded range of Urolophiis halleri has been given as Pt. Con-

ception, California, south to Panama by most authors. These have been
based on records of Hubbs (1920, p. 82), who took a single individual

at Goleta, California, just north of Santa Barbara, and Jordan and
Gilbert (1883, p. 621) who presented information op tAvo specimens
from Panama.
Herald (1953, p. 237) reported Vrolophns halleri in Elkhorn Slough,

Monterey Bay ;
the first record north of Pt. Conception. He stated that

the estero at Goleta was the type locality; howeveir,, Cooper in his

1 Submitted for publication September 1960.
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oriyiiial desfripliuii {op. cit., p. 'd'i) did not .specii'y a type-locality but

inferred the mouths of muddy creeks of San Pedro and San Diego Bays
were the preferred habitat. This was further emphasized b^- Jlolloway
et al. (1953, p. 78) who stated that 125 specimens were easily obtained

by seining a lagoon at Seal Beach, just south of San Pedro, and 12

were collected from Mission May, San Diego. Starks and Morris (1907,

p. 172) reported it was the commonest stingray of San Diego Bay.
Following Herald's i-epoi'L Ivocdel (1953, p. 28) gave the i-ange as

^lonterey Baj- to Panama.

ASSOCIATED SPECIES

Captured in the same haul with the louud stingray were:

'2i) liiiiwn smootlihoiiiids Triakis henlei (Gill)

1 leopard shark Triakis sentifasciata (Jirard

31 bat rays Myliohutin culifornifjus (iill

1 redtail surfperch Amphistichus rhodoterus (Agassiz)

1 walleye surfperch Hyperprosopon argenteum Gibbous

6 Pacific stajrhorn sculpins Leptocottus annatus Girard

2 California halibut Paralichthys californicus (Ayres)

10 starry flounders Platichthys stellatus (Pallas)

The two halibut marked the first record for that species from within

Humboldt Bay. Gunderson (1960, p. 373) previously reported them
from the mouth of Humboldt Baj' and further north on the open coast

at Redding Rock and olf the Klamath River. The two seined on May 12

ill Humboldt Bay were 286 mm. and 340 mm. in standard length and
were deposited in the California Academv of Sciences collection (CAS
No. 26787).
The same day a seveugill shark {Notorynchus uiaculatu.s Ayresj was

found stranded by low tide on au oyster bed approximately one mile

from the seining site.

TEMPERATURES

The California Department of Fish and Game, in cooperation with
the Coast Oyster Company of California, maintains a recording ther-

mograph ill the slough where the round stingray was collected. The

temperature on May 12, 1960 was 55 degrees F. Average temperatures
for the 10-day period May 3 through 12, 1960, and for several pre-
vious years were :

1956 56 degrees F. 1959 thermograph ino})erative
1957 56 degrees F. 1960 56 degrees F.
1958 53 degrees F.

The occurrence of a round stingray in Humboldt Bay fits in well
with the recent movements of southern forms to more northerly areas

(CCOFI 1958, p. 13; Radovich ]9(J0, p. 163).
Herald et al. (1960, p. 60 and personal communication) recorded

Urolopkus in the Elkhorn Slough area of Monterey Ba}^ in June or

July of every year from 1952 through 1960, with the exception of 1957.

Hydrographic surveys of Monterey Bay (CCOFI op. cit., p. 17) indi-

cated the early 1950 's were cold-water years and 1957 produced the

warmest water in more than a decade. The annual capturing of round
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sting-rays in Monterey Bay since 1952 probably reflects a better eollect-

inff method, i.e., intense concentration of hook and line fishermen,

rather than movements associated with warm waters.

Of the 13 round stingrays from Elkhorn Sloug'h 10 were males,

1 a female, and 2 of unrecorded sex. On this basis, Herald et al. (op.

cit., p. 65) suggested a probable separation by sexes during June and

July. The capture of a male at Humboldt Bay supports this theory.

Among elasmobranchs, segregation of sexes has been demonstrated for

the soupfin shark (Galeorhinus zyopterus Jordan and Gilbert) bj^

Ripley (1946, p. 17) and for the blue shark {Prionace glauca (Lin-

naeus)) by Strasburg (1958, p. 351) who briefly reviewed behavioral

and geographical sex-segregation among sharks.

SUMMARY

1. A male round stingray collected in Humboldt Bay May 12, 1960

extended their known range some 290 miles northward.

2. A preponderance of males in the northern portion of the range

during May, June and July suggests a separation by sex for that time

of year.

3. Round stingrays apparently are annual visitors to Monterey Bay,
but were not recorded there until 1952.
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OBSERVATIONS ON A DIE-OFF OF MOLAS
(tAOLA I^OLA) IN MONTEREY BAY'

DANIEL W. GOTSHALL
Marine Resources Operations

California Department of Fish and Game

Molas are noted for their almost worldwide distribution in tropical
and temperate waters. They occur off central and northern California

primarily during summer months and at times are very common both

inshore and offshore.

On August 21, 1960 while Department of Fish and Game personnel
were interviewing skindivers in the Pa,cific Grove area, several reported

large numbers of dead molas. The tish had been observed on the bottom

at depths of 80 to 50 feet, particularly off' Cannery Row, Monterey.
Three weeks later, on September 9 and 10, the author observed

several molas floating ventral side up in the kelp off Lovers Point,

Pacific Grove and off' Cannery Row. All appeared to be dead. A fisher-

man who had snagged a carcass said it weighed about 10 pounds and
was in good condition except that the eyes were missing. Skindivers

again reported seeing dead and dying molas off Cannery Row during
this ]Kn-iod. The number reported by the various divers ranged from

12 to 80. Ail were approximately 18 to 24 inches long.

Skindivers did not report any dead molas off Cannery Row during
the weekend of September 24 and 25, but three were seen off Lovers

Point and two off Point Pinos, Pacific Grove. All were floating on the

surface and those observed off' Point Pinos were lacking dorsal and

anal fins. No comments were received on the condition of the carcasses

seen off of Lovers Point.

A group of skindivers using SCUBA off Cannery Row on October 2,

reported a few dead and dying molas, near where they were first re-

ported in August. Some of these fish had large portions missing from

the ventral and dorsal regions. All appeared to be about the same size

as was previously observed. On the same day, the author observed a

very weak mola a few yards off'shore near Lovers Point. It was lying

on its side with its ventral surface protruding slightly above the water,

suggesting that it was near death and had lost its equilibrium.

Another heavy die-off evidently occurred later in the month. On
October 22, the author observed an estimated 20 to 25 molas floating

on the surface a few yards off of the rocky shore. In one small area

just north of Hopkins Marine Station, there were about 10 individuals.

These appeared to be lifeless when observed through 8x40 binoculars

and all had a portion of the ventral region protruding above the sur-

face of the water.

1 Submitted for publication January 19G1.
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PT PINOS

FIGURE 1. Location and quantity of dead molas in Monterey Boy during 1960

Date Area Nuinhcr of Molas Observed or Reported

August 21 5 several

September 9, 10 5 up to 30

September 9, 10 3 several

September 25 1 2

September 25 2 3
October 2 3 1
October 2 -. 5 few
October 22 5 up to 100
October 22 4 10
October 23 5 1

October 25 1 up to 12

Oil tills sairie date, skindivers using SCUBA reported seeini;' an esti-

mated ]()0 carcasses in about 50 feet of Avatei- ott' Cannery Row. On the

following day (October 23) skindivers working in 30 feet of water, in

this same area, found only one carcass. This specimt'ii measured 48 cm.

(19 inches) from the tip of the snout to the tip of the tail. The anal

and dorsal fins and eyes were missing. The same day, skindivers re-

ported seeing 5 to 10 dead molas on the bottom and one or two on the
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surface off Pt. Pinos.- All were of approximately the same size as those

previously reported and most were missing dorsal and anal fins. On
October 29, a diver reported seeing five badly decomposed mola car-

casses off Cannery Eow. This same diver stated he had observed a sea

lion throwing a mola about in this area a few days earlier. It appeared
to be alive at the time but one fin was missing. From this, one might
infer that some of the mutilation reported earlier could be attributed

to sea lions
; however, the missing eyes probably resulted from the feed-

ing activities of gulls.

A question that arises in the author's mind is whether the penchant
molas have for floating at the surface on their sides is normal behavior
or an indication of sickness and approaching death. Wales and Myers
(1930) concluded that the molas observed offshore floating on their

sides were "disabled" and that the natural position was upright. They
based this conclusion on many observations of molas in waters around

Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Clrove.

Fraser-Brunner (1951) believed the easily approached and captured
molas, "while 'basking' at the surface are in fact sick or dying fish'',

and suggested that heavy infestation by parasites might be the cause
for such disablement.

Other authors take the opposite view. Norman and Fraser (1938),
stated that molas are fond of basking in the sun at the surface during
calm weather, lying on their sides, with the dorsal fin protruding from
the water.

Further underwater observations, such as those disclosing the Mon-

terey Bay die-oft', may help answer this and other questions pertaining
to the habits of fishes.
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" One of the clivers reported observing- a similar die-off in October or November 1959.
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HISTORY OF YEARLING KING SALMON MARKED
AND RELEASED AT NIMBUS HATCHERY'
GEORGE H. WARNER, DONALD H. FRY, JR., and A. NELSON CULVER

California Department of Fish and Game

INTRODUCTION

A release of marked king salmon yearlings was made into the Ameri-
can River in 1957 to determine the effectiveness of rearing the fish to

this age at Nimbus Hatchery. At Nimbus most of the king salmon are

released at an age of about 90 days. The fish selected for the experi-
ment were from eggs taken in late December 1955 from American
River stock at the hatchery. Late running fish were used because the

waters at Nimbus have been too warm for rearing salmon until well

into November. It was anticipated that the progeny of late running-
salmon would return in the season when the water temperatures at

Nimbus were more favorable for salmon reproduction.

MARKING AND PLANTING

In January and Februar^^ 1957 a total of 20,579 king salmon year-

lings averaging 8.1 fish per pound were marked. The smallest fish in

the lot weighed 10.6 per pound and the largest 6.8 per pound. Starting
on March 7 and ending on April 8, 1957, seventeen separate releases

of slightly over 1,000 fish each were made. All of the fish were planted
in the American River at the hatchery.
The number of eggs used to produce the 20,579 marked yearlings

was estimated to be approximately 50,000. This is slightly less than
the average egg production of nine female salmon. Assuming a ratio

of three males for every two females,^ these 50,000 eggs would repre-
sent the offspring of 13 males (including jacks), or, 22 fish of both

sexes.

Each fish was marked by excising the adipose and left ventral fins.

This mark was assigned by the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission
for this experiment.

OCEAN RECOVERY OF MARKED SALMON ^

Commercial Catch

In 1958, the year following planting, nine marked fish from the

Nimbus release were found in that portion of the ocean troll catch which
was sampled by Department of Fish and Game employees. In 1959 two

marked fish were observed. Although the ocean sampling program
covers all commercial salmon landings from Crescent City to Avila

1 Submitted for publication, April 1961.
- In this experiment the sex ratio of the marked fish returning- to the American River

was estimated to be 1.46 males per female. See Table 4.

3 Data supplied by Paul Jensen, Marine Resources Branch.
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(8aii Luis (
)l)i.si)() Coiiiily), Nimbus luarkcd iisli were recovered only

at Bodega Bay and Point Reyes. For the purposes of the sampling

profi'rain llicsc local ions arc iiidiidcil in llic San l*'rancisco port area.

The adipose left ventral tin mark used lor the Ximbus tish was also

used in the Columbia Rivei- and l'u<ret Sound areas. An examination
of the scales of marked fish i-cco\-ci'cd off Oi-ejion and Washin<iton
indicates that none which were taken there wei-c from Xiinbns; con-

versely, examination of the Califorina recoveries indicates that they
were all from Ximbiis. Sepai'alion of the iioi'thern from the Ximbus
fish was simplified by the difference in ihcii' cai'ly life history. The
Ximbns fish were held in the hatchei-\- foi- over a vear ;

the othci-s foi'

a mnch shorter time.

TABLE 1

Recovery of Marked King Salmon From Nimbus Hatchery in Commercial Landings
'

Year
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the value of sport caught sahnou to be about $17 per fish. The total

value of the marked salmon to the sport fishery is unknown but $34

represents a minimum figure.

RETURNS TO HATCHERY

The first returns of the marked fish to Nimbus Hatchery occurred in

the fall and winter of 1957-58 (the year of release). One hundred

TABLE 2

Weekly Returns to Nimbus Hatchery of Marked King Salmon
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and two iuai-k('(l ^izi-ilsc were recovered. All were iiiales. These ilsli had
an average fork leiifjth of .'^5 centimeters.

Dnring the following season. ] 958-59, an even more spectacular
showing- was made witli the return of ;iS6 marked fish to the hatchery.
Of these three-year-old fisli, 11 1 were males and 225 were females. In
addition, 21 male salmon nnder 66 centimeters in length were recovered
from the upstream face of the Nimbus fish rack. Had the rack struc-
ture been a completely effective barrier, these fish presumably would
have entered the hatchery.
Marked salmon continued to retui-n to Nimbus in the 1959-60 season

although in smallei- inimbers than in tlie ])n'c('ding year. Fifty-four

TABLE 3

Marked Salmon Recovered in American River

1957-58 Season

Recovery date

1957 Nov. 25.

25_

25_
25.

25.

25.

Dec 3-

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.
3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3-

4.

4.
4.

9-

9.

9.

9-

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

10.

10.

10.

10.

10.

19.

19.

19-

27.

Sex Length (cm.)

M
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-were recovered—15 males and 39 females. A single marked female
"was removed from the fish rack.

During- 1957 sixty-seven percent of the marked grilse or jacks entered
the hatchery after November 15 when water temperatures were favor-
able for salmon reproduction. This figure is not particularly significant
since jacks are seldom used in a hatchery operation. However, it is

significant that in 1958 ninety-two percent of the marked fish arrived
at N^imbus after the period of critical water temperatures, and eighty-
three percent in 1959. This would indicate that the time of migration
is an inherited characteristic

; i.e., the progeny of a late-running strain

continue to run late. Detailed information on time of arrival of marked
fish at Nimbus Hatchery is presented in Table 2.

RIVER RECOVERY OF MARKED SALMON

As would be expected, some of the marked fish spawned in the

American River downstream from Nimbus Hatchery. The salmon sur-

vey crews recovered 44 carcasses of marked fish in 1957, eight in 1958,
and two in 1959. With the exception of six carcasses wdiich were taken
on Nov. 25, 1957, all other marked fish were recovered in December
and early January. See Table 3. On the basis of tag and recovery ex-

periments performed in earlier years, it was estimated by the survey
crews that water conditions in each of the three years were such that

they recovered about 25 percent of the salmon actually in the river

below Nimbus racks. It was estimated that they recovered about 92

percent of the fish which got above the racks. On the basis of these

assumptions it is estimated that the total return to the river, including
the hatchery, was 278 fish in 1957, 391 in 1958, and 63 in 1959. Of
these 732 fish it is estimated that 435 were males and 297 females. For
details see Table 4.

EGG PRODUCTION OF RETURNING MARKED FISH

Of the 264 marked female salmon returning to Nimbus Hatchery in

the 1958-59 and 1959-60 seasons, 179 were spawned artificially. The

average number of eggs produced per marked female was 5,700 and
the total take from these fish amounted to 1,020,300 eggs. This repre-
sents a return of about 20 eggs for every one expended.
An abnormally high mortality of 32 percent in the holding ponds

reduced the 264 females which entered the hatchery to the 179 which
were spawned. Practically all the marked fish were very "green" on
arrival and had to be held an unusually long time before their eggs

ripened.
For the purpose of determining the number of eggs that marked

salmon deposited in the spawning riffles of the American River, it was
calculated that there were 28 large females in the 1958 run and five in

1959 for a total of 33. Multiplying this figure by 5,700 (the average
number of eggs per marked female spawned at the hatchery), it is

estimated that 188,100 were produced by this segment of the marked
salmon population. When this egg production is added to the number
taken at the hatchery, we find that an estimated 1,208,400 eggs w^ere

produced by the marked fish which returned to the American River

to spawn.
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TABLE 4

Recoveries and Estimated Total Returns to American River
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COST AND VALUE OF REARING KING SALMON TO YEARLING SIZE

The cost of rearing the 20,579 king salmon yearlings used in this

experiment was abnormally high because of the special treatment made
necessary b,y the high water temperatures at Nimbus Hatchery. The
Department expects to have an adequate supply of cool water in the

future; hence the cost of rearing this particular group of fish would
have no bearing whatsoever on the cost of rearing others in years to

come.

To estimate the cost of rearing a similar number and size of fish

under the more nearly normal conditions which should prevail in the

future, we propose to use the average cost per pound of rearing catch-

able and subcatchable trout. In 1958 the average cost of rearing such
fish for all hatcheries of California was 72fS per pound.^ The cost of

raising fish in the larger, lowland hatcheries of which Nimbus would
be a fairly typical example was less than the State average, but to be
on the safe side we propose to use the average figure of 72^. The

20,579 yearling salmon averaged 8.1 fish per pound and weighed a

total of 2,540 pounds. At 72fS per pound this represents a total cost of

approximately $1,830. As discussed above, this group of fish is known
to have produced a commercial catch worth approximately $300 and
a sport catch with a minimum value of $34. It is quite probable that

the actual value of the sport catch considerably exceeded the $34
minimum figure, but it is highly doubtful that the combined commercial

plus sport values even approached the cost of production of these fish.

In other words, rearing salmon to yearling size would be a prohibitively

expensive way of providing fish for the sport and commercial fisheries.

On the other hand, if future experiments prove that the hatchery
returns obtained thus far are at all typical, it would seem that using
this method might be a satisfactory and cheap method of building up
the run of king salmon in a stream which has been badlj" depleted by
over-fishing, pollution, or some natural disaster.

Calculated on the basis of the cost to produce a spawning fish re-

turned to the hatchery or to the American River, the average cost of

the 732 returning spawners was $2.50 per fish; if we deduct all jacks

(two-year-olds) the cost goes up to $4.03. The abnormally high mor-

tality of 32 percent which occurred among females in the hatchery

holding ponds at the time of the experiment is no longer a problem and
is not likely to recur after the temperatures of the hatchery water

supply are reduced to a more nearly optimum level. Even assuming
that these mortalities did recur at the previous rate, the average cost

of surviving adults would be only $5.97. This is still a very low cost

for a fish whose progeny would normally be expected to contribute

three or four fish to the commercial plus sport fisheries every three or

four years. The cost is especially low if it is used (as it should be)

only in streams where spawners are in short supply.
Various salmon marking experiments have indicated that for king

salmon a reasonably healthy condition exists when the sport and com-

mercial fisheries take three or four salmon for every one that returns

to spawn. (The ideal ratio varies from stream to stream.) In this

experiment, there were more than eight spawners for every fish taken

* California Trout Production and Costs 1957-195S by Macklin and Tharratt. Inland
Fisheries Administrative Report No. 58-15.
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by tlie c'oninicrc'ial fisliery. The sport fishery was not ])r()])erly sampled
but typically the sport catch is much smaller than tlie commercial
catch. Eve]i if the sport catch of this particular group equalled the

commercial catch, it would mean Ili;it more than four fish escaped to

spawn for every one that was canjiht. In other words, of those fish

that were either caught or escaped to spawn, it appears that something
well in excess of 80 percent escaped to spawn instead of the more usual

20 to 25 percent.

Considerably more impressive than the ratio between fish caught and
fish Avhich escaped to spawn is the percentage of the fisli planted which
either returned to the hatchery or spawned naturally in the American
Kiver. This amounted to a total of 732 fish, or 3.56 percent of the total

nnml)er planted. Of these fish, 492 w'cre taken at the hatchery—this

is 2.39 percent of those released. A comparison was made with returns

from 47 lots of fall run kings released by the California Department
of Fish and Game, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Wash-
ington State Department of Fisheries.

Thirty-four of the forty-seven lots of marked fish were released as

"fingerlings" or ''spring releases". Ninet}^ days is a common age of

release for such fish. It is possible that some groups of "fingerlings"
may have been held until summer. The three highest rates of return
were made under conditions which were not comparable with the

others.^ Of the other thirty-one groups the rate of return "
ranged

from 0.000 to 0.471 percent, and the mean was 0.070 percent.
Two groups of fish definitely were released in their first summer.

The returns were 0.002 and 0.009 percent.
Nine groups were held until fall. Their rates of return i;nii:iMl tVom

0.002 to 0.432 percent ;
the mean was 0.164 percent. Four of these fall

releases are described in detail by Cope and Slater (1957). In each of

four years a part of the fall run kings was marked and released as

fingerlings in the spring, and a roughly equal part was held until

fall. Mortality during the summer somewhat reduced the iiiiinbers re-

leased in the fall. The commercial gill net fisliery was sampled to deter-

mine which group contributed most. To (piote from Cope and Slaters'

sunnnary : "Comparisons of returns to the gill-net fishery and to Cole-

man Hatchery of adult marked salmon from botli spring and fall re-

leases indicated that fish from spring releases averaged largei- than

those from fall releases, but that somewhat more fish were recovered

from fall releases than from spring. The greater return of fall-released

fish was more marked at Coleman Hatchery than in the conunercial

fishery. Thus, spring-released fish conti-ibuled tlie greatei- weight to the

gill-net fishery, while fall-released fish conlributed the greater weight
to the Coleman Hatchery returns".

We eonld find i-ecoi-ds of only two usable groups of fall run kings
which were released as vearlings. The i-ates of return were 0.072 and

^ These three experiments were done on tlie I U-.scliule.s liiver in Waslii;mton. Foniierl.v
this river liad no salmon runs because of an impassable waterfall near its moutli
in PuKet Sound. A lishway was built around tlie falls. The salmon were jilanted
near salt water. The total returns to the stream were 0.98 percent, O.'J') percent,
and O.fiS percent (as compared with :\.?,ft i>erce,it in the American Kiver).

"The rate of return could not be measured in the same way for each release. When
available the ligure used is based on fish which actually entered the hatchery. In
some instances the count included all marked lish which passed through a count-
ing: station on their way to the spawniiiiT grcjunds or the hatchery.
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0.073 percent, which is not appreciably better than the mean rate of

return for fingerlings.
Besides the experiments involving fall run kings we found records

of more than twenty releases of spring rnn kings, most of which were

yearlings. These spring rnn yearlings were released by the Oregon
Game Commission in the Umpqna and Rogue Rivers. The Rogue River

experiments involved the release of sixteen groups. The mean rate of

return was 0.797 percent. The highest was in the range of 3.5 to 3.7

percent (some marks had regenerated and could not be assigned to the

proper group with certainty). The poorest return was 0.000 percent.
Various factors which could have affected the rate of return are dis-

cussed in the 1959 report of the Oregon State Game Commission, Fish-

ery Division. The average size of the fish in the different groups var-

ied from less than ten to about thirty fish per pound. The fish which
were reared to the larger sizes showed the best returns.

Only one Umpqua release was written up in such a manner that

the data could be used in this comparison. About 1.5 percent of these

fish were taken in the commercial troll fishery, 0.2 percent in the river

sport fishery, and 3.4 percent escaped to spawn.
Tlie Umpqua and Rogue River returns included all spawning fish

which escaped the fisheries at the river mouths
; i.e., these returns cor-

responded to the 2.39 percent which returned to Nimbus Hatchery
plus the 1.17 percent which spawned naturally in the American River

(total 3.56 percent).

Only two groups of spring run kings were found which were re-

leased as fingerlings in their first spring. The returns were 0.000 per-
cent and 0.046 percent. Another two groups were released in their first

fall. The returns were 0.007 and 0.049 percent.
The marking experiments discussed above do not demonstrate that

there is or is not a difference between the rate of return of spring run
and fall run king salmon released at the same age. There were 31

groups of fall run fingerlings and only two groups of spring run finger-

lings. There were nine groups of fall run fall releases and only two

groups of spring run fall releases. Finally, there were two groups of

fall run yearlings and seventeen groups of spring run yearlings. For
details see Table 6.

These marking experiments were performed by four different organ-
izations in many different places for many different purposes over a

33-year period. Conditions which seriously affected survival rates

in some experiments were lacking in others. The methods of recovery
differed from place to place. These things and others tended to give

greater variation in the rate of return than would be expected in a set

of controlled releases made as part of a single experiment.
If we assume that the age at release has more influence on the rate

of return than any difference between spring run and fall run fish,

then we must conclude that on the average a much higher rate of re-

turn can be expected if the fish are released as yearlings. The return

of the Nimbus fish (fall run) was about the same as the best returns

of the groups of spring run yearlings, and was far better than any
return of fall run kings—including the two groups of yearlings. It

would appear that further experimenting with fall run yearlings could

be expected to produce high rates of return. We cannot predict the
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TABLE 6

Returns From King Salmon Marking Experiments

Number
of

experiments

Percent return*

Max. Min. Mean

Fall run king salmon
Released in their first spring (often at about 90

days' ace)
Released in their first summer
Released in their first fall

Released as yearlings

Spring run king salmon
Released in their first spring-
Released in their first fall

Released as yearlings

312

2

9

2

2

2

17

0, 171

0.009
0.432
0.073

0.04(i

0.049
3.6±

. 000
0.002
0.002
0.072

0.000
0.007
0.000

0.070
O.OOfi

0.104
0.072

0.023
0.028
0.950

' As used here, the teim "return" could licit he given the s;imc meaning for each release. In some experiments
the term included only those fish which were actually retaken at the hatchery. In other instances it in-

cluded a count of all marked fish passing througli a counting station on their way to the spawning
grounds, etc.

-Tlie.se experiments do not include three releases made in the Descliutes Kiver. Wasliington. which had
spectacuhirly high returns under conditions which were entirely atypical (see text for details). Also
excluded are several experiments which were so performed as to greatly reduce the chance of any
hatchery returns.

eoiLsisteiiey of those returns. T^nrortuiiately tlio cost of rearing; year-

lings is liigli, but not so lii^li as to make experimenting inij)ractical.

DISCUSSION

It is diffieiilt to draw conehisions from a single salmon marking
experiment involving only a relatively small number of fisli. However,
the evidence obtained from the release of some 20, ()()() marked year-
ling salmon at Nimbus Hatchery cannot be ignored.
The returns of the Nimbus experiment were compared with those

of 65 other releases of marked king salmon. The proportion which
returned to spawn was found to be several times as high as that of

any group which was released when appreciably less than a year old.

The only groups with roughly comparable rates of return were of

spring run yearlings released in Oregon. In Oregon and AVashington
most spring run king salmon migrate to the ocean as yearlings, so liold-

ing them in the hatchery would not upset their normal migi-alion pat-
tern. Fall run kings normalh' migrate to sea as fingerlings. but the

Nimbus experiment would seem to indicate that holding them in the

hatchery will increase their chances of survival. By way of contrast,
the only other releases of fall run yearlings (two releases made in the
Pacific Northwest) showed returns which were about the same as the

average return for fingerlings. ]\Iore ex]ieriments will be needed to

determine if the Nimbus results can be duplicated.
If these first Nimbus returns are typical and if additional spawners

are needed it Avould appear desirable to hold some fall run kings until

they are j'earlings.
If a net gain of over a million eggs in the hatcherv' and in the natural

spawning beds can be achieved l)y a ridease of 20,000 yearling salmon
produced from 50,000 eggs, it would appear that spawning runs could
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be built up rapidly by releasing several hundred thousand yearlings for

a period of a few years.
On the other hand, the data show that the group of marked fish

made a rather minor contribution to the commercial fishery. There
are probably several reasons for this, one of which is that over 53 per-
cent of the marked fish matured in their third year and less than 9

percent in their fourth.^ As a result of this unusually high percent of

three-year-old spawners, the fish were available to the commercial
fishermen for only a short period of time. Contributing to this same

lessening of availability was the long staj^ in fresh water. This results in

slower growth and a smaller average size at maturity. It is probable
that the marked fish did not reach the 26-inch commercial size limit

until later than others of the same year class.

It is unfortunate that there was no program to sample the ocean

sport catch. With a 22-inch size limit on sport caught salmon, it is

probable that the marked salmon made a relatively more substantial

contribution to the sports fishery than they did to the commercial
catch. Normally the commercial catch of kings is several times the

sport catch; in this instance the ratio is of course unknown.

Marking experiments show variable rates of survival from year to

year, but if yearling kings consistently do show a reasonably high
rate of return, the method should be valuable in enabling hatchery men
to build up the run in a stream without going elsewhere for a source

of eggs. The "robbing Peter to pay Paul" method of taking eggs from
one stream for planting in another is all too apt to damage Peter

without benefiting Paul.

SUMMARY

1. A total of 20,579 yearling king salmon from a late-running strain

was marked and released at Nimbus Hatchery in the spring of

1957. About 50,000 eggs were used to produce these fish
;
this repre-

sents the egg production of about nine females, or, 22 fish of both

sexes.

2. Based on marked fish recoveries in the portion of the ocean troll

catch sampled by Department of Fish and Game personnel, it is

calculated that 88 marked salmon from the Nimbus plant were
taken by the troll fishery in 1958 and 1959. These fish had a value

of approximately $300 to the fishermen.

3. There is evidence that marked fish from Nimbus were taken in the

ocean sport fishery, but no sampling was done and no estimate

could be made of numbers. Two marked fish were returned by

sport fishermen
;
these represented a value of $31.

4. A total of 492 marked fish returned to the hatchery. Of these, 102

were two-year-old jacks, 336 were three-year-old fish, and 54 were

four years of age. In addition, an estimated 24 marked fish died

above the Nimbus fish racks.

Over most of the Pacific coast, four-year-old spawners are the most common. This
used to be true throughout California, but there are indications that in the Sacra-
mento the proportion of three-year-old spawners has been increasing and may
now exceed the four-year-olds, but not by any such proportion as that given
above.
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5. Marked females were nearly all green on arrival at the hatcher}^
and had to be held an unusually long time before spawning. A
mortality of 32 percent occurred during this period.

6. Most of the marked fish returned to the hatchery in late November
and December, indicating that progeny from a late-running strain

of salmon tended to retain llic I;i1e-running characteristic.

7. A total of 1,020,300 eggs was laken from marked fish returning
to Nimbus Hatchery. This I'epi'esented a net gain of more than
f)0(),()00 eggs over the number of eggs required to ])ii>(luce the

group of fish which was marked.

8. It is estimated that 216 marked salmon spawned in the American
Kiver. Of these, it is calculated that 33 were females which pro-
duced 188,100 eggs.

i). About 4 percent of marked yearling salmon released at Nimbus
Hatcher}' can be accounted for in the ocean catch iind in the spawn-
ing runs in the American River.

10. High temperatures at Nimbus Hatchery resulted in an abnormally
high rearing cost for the fish used in this experiment. The Depart-
ment expects to have a cooler water supply in the future.

11. Based on the 1958 average rearing cost of catchable and sub-catch-
able trout, the future cost of rearing a similar group of salmon
would be about $1,830 as compared with the $300 value of the

commerical catch fi-oni this group and the minimum sport catch
value of $34.

12. The cost of producing a spawner (at 1958 rearing costs) would be
about $2.50 per fish, or $4.03 if two-year-old spawners are excluded.

13. A healthy king salmon fishery often supports a catch-to-escape-
ment-ratio at least as high as three or four to one; in this experi-
ment the ratio was less than one-fourth to one.

14. Tlie yearling salmon which returned to the hatchery were 2.39

percent of the total number released; an additional 1.17 percent
spawned naturally; thus the total spawning escapment was 3.56

percent.

15. Nimbus Hatchery returns were compared with the hatchery returns
of 65 other releases of marked king salmon. Thirty-one of these

groups were of fall run fingerlings released in their first spring.
Nine groups of fall run fish were released in their first fall. The

average rates of return were 0.070 and 0.164 percent respectively.
Seventeen groups were of spriiiy run yearlings. The average rate
of total sjjawning escapement was 0.95 percent and the maximnin
was about 3.6 percent. There were eight other groups of fish which
did not fit any of the above classifications.

16. If future experiments show similar rates of return, the release of

yearling kings might pi-ove to be an effective way of building up
a depleted run.
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BRUSH MANAGEMENT IN RELATION TO FIRE AND
OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON THE

TEHAMA DEER WINTER RANGE'
H. H. BISWELL

School of Forestry, University of California, Berkeley; and

J. H. OILMAN
California Department of Fish and Game, Redding

INTRODUCTION

The studies reported here were started on the Tehama deer winter

range in the summer of 1948 and were continued until the spring of

1960. The primary objective was to stndy browse conditions—partic-

ularly brush seedling establishment and growth—witli the idea that

certain environmental factors might be manipulated to improve deer

ranges. Fire was the principal factor studied, but attention was given
to the importance of soils, competition of herbaceous vegetation with
the brush seedlings, deer browsing, and weather.

In September of 1947 an intense wildfire burned several thousand
acres in the middle of the deer winter range, killing the aerial portions
of nearly all the shrubs. On July 7, 1948, plots were located along a

6-mile strip between Mill Creek and Antelope Creek, on both burned
and unburned portions. Data were taken from these plots.

The Tehama deer winter range is utilized by Columbian black-tailed

deer (Odocoilens hemionus columhianus [Richardson]). These deer are

migratory, summering in and about Lassen Volcanic National Park,
and Avintering along the foothill slopes bounded by the watersheds of

Battle Creek on the north and Deer Creek on the sonth. Deer usually
move from the summer to the winter range in the middle of October.

Once they reach the winter range they disperse over the area and re-

main approximately 210 days. By the first week in May they have

generally started their return to the summer range. No deer remained

during the summer in the area where the plots were located.

The fall migration is well known to sportsmen, who concentrate much
of their hunting effort there from the middle to the end of October.

Heavy hunting also occurs after the deer have settled on their winter

range. While the Tehama deer winter range is regarded as an excellent

area for both deer and hunters, the brush stand could be improved in

some places.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEHAMA DEER WINTER RANGE

The Tehama deer winter range consists of over 220,000 acres. The
State of California owns 42,897 acres of this range which is managed
1 Submitted for publication April, 1961.
A contribution of Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act Project, California W-51R,

Big- Game Investigations.

(357)
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by tlie California Department of Fish and Game. It lies in the western
foothills of the Sierra Nevada in Tehama County, between elevations

of about 800 and 3.000 feet. Geologically, the area is of volcanic origin,

having been influenced by a series of mud flows attributable to the

volcanisin of the Lassen Park region to the nortlicast. Steep-sided

canyons with exposed, prominent rim rocks and hiva outcroppings
cliaracterize the area.

During the period of study, no livestock grazed around the stud.y

plots; therefore cattle had no effect on the browse plants being inves-

tigated. A few rabbits, California ground squirrels, kangaroo rats, and

pocket gophers are on the range. Grasshoppers were abundant during
some years.

Vegetation

The general aspect is woodland-grass of the Upper Sonoran life-

zone. On the lower portion of the area, blue oak (Qucrcus (loiKjIasii)
and wedgeleaf eeanothus {Ceanothus cuneaUis) are the dominant
woody species (Figure 1). The shrubs and trees increase in abundance
at higher elevations, and here the principal species are wedgeleaf
ceauothu.s, California scrub oak {Q. dumosa) scrub interior liveoak

(Q. ivislizenii, var. frutescens), western mountain mahogany {Cerco-
carpus hetidoides), and two non-sprouting manzanitas, whiteleaf and
common, (Arctostaphylos viscida and A. manzanita). Scattered about
are a few other species of less importance, such as yerba santa {Erio-
dictyon californictim) ,

Fremont silktassel (Garrya fremontii), western

hop-tree (Ptelea haldwinii), chaparral honeysuckle (Lonicera inter-

rupta), California juniper (Jiiniperus californica), California laurel

FIGURE 1. Woodland-grass vegetation in the lower elevations of the Tehama deer winter

range. During fall, deer eat acorns and dry leaves of the blue oak.
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(Umhellularia califomica), redbud {Cercis occidentalis) ,
and pitcher

sage (Sphacele calycina).
At the upper portion of the range, above the plot locations, other

browse species occur, such as deerbrush (Ceanothus integerrimus) and
squaw carpet (C. prostratus). For the entire winter range, woody
species cover about 17.5 percent of the surface area, and are distributed
in a striated fashion as shown in Figures 2 and 3. "Woody species are

^•»«<i

:,^mmmm^^* *^»^ss'i

FIGURE 2. Distribution of shrubs on a south-facing exposure, determined chiefly by the

underlying soil.
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FIGURE 3. Aerial photo of Tehama deer winter range. Note the striated distribution of the

woody species. Black dots ore locations of study plots 1 to 6.
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most abundant on the nortli exposures where they often form iJiilin'

dense cliajiarral over areas several acres in extent (Figure 4).
The herbaceous vegetation consists chiefly of annuals, botli grasses

and forbs. Together they cover about 27.2 percent of the soil surface.

The grasses consist mostly of soft chess {Bromus mollis), foxtail fescue

(Fesiuca megalura) ,
red bronie (B. rttbcns), ripgut brome {B. rigid us),

slender wikloat (Athena barbata), California melic (Melica californica) ,

and malpais bluegrass {Poa scabrclla). I'rineipal forbs are redstem
filaree {Erodium cicutarium), Napa thistle (Centaurea melitensis),

lotus {Lotus subpinnatus), and godetia

()..') percent of the range, and 54.8

(All com-

clovers (Trifolium spp.), hairy
{Godetia dudleyana).
Perennial grasses account for only

percent is composed of nonproductive rocks and bare soil,

position figures are from Leach and Hiehle, 1957).

Both the gi'asses and forbs are species found abundantly thi'oughout

most of California's annual plant vegetation. Tliese species germinate
with the advent of fall rains, grow rather rapidly for a while, then slow

down until, in late December, January, and early February, they grow
very little. Rapid growth starts again in late February, and by May 1

the annuals are mainly dry. As with most of California's ranges, the

annual vegetation is quite variable from year to year, both in species

composition and amount of forage on the ground at any given time

(Talbot et al., 1939). The amount of growth is determined largely by
combinations of precipitation and temperatures. Although the range
does not have high grazing capacity for livestock, the forage is nutri-

tious and of good quality.

«e •

FIGURE 4. Typical brush cover on north exposures.
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Soils

Two soil series are found over the Tehama winter range. The Toomes
series predominates, and consists of well-drained lithosols developed
from volcanic breccia composed of angular basic igneous rocks cemented

together by tnffaceous sediments. These soils are found under the blue

oak-grass and grass vegetation (Figure 1). Characteristically the

Toomes soils are brown, shallow, slightly acid, and rocky. The soils on
the ridge tops and high plains are 8 to 12 inches deep ;

on north facing

slopes they may be 24 inches
;
but on some of the south facing slopes

they are only 3 to 8 inches deep. In many places the soils are too shallow
to support other than annual herbaceous vegetation.
The Stover soil series occur on ledges and concave slopes of a volcanic

breccia where soil material has accumulated through creep of colluvial

action in combination with the weathering of less resistant strata of the

formation. These soils are brown, very slightly acid, with modern profile

development. They range in depth from 30 inches to over 5 feet, but are

predominantly 30 to 40 inches deep. This type of soil supports the scrub

oak, scrub interior liveoak, and associated shrubby species. The striated

character of the vegetation shown in Figures 1 and 2 is determined

largely by the differences between the Toomes and Stover soils.

Climate

The climate is characteristic of the foothill region of California. The
winters are generally quite mild, but with some freezing of soils, and the

summers are hot. Precipitation records for the years of study are shown
in Table 1. Although infrequent, heavy persistent snows do occur, and
can be important as far as the deer are concerned. Snow sometimes
covers the herbaceous forage, making it largely unavailable. Further-

more, snow storms can cause the deer to concentrate where food condi-

tions are not favorable. For example, in the winter of 1948-49, heavy
snow caused many deer to move down to the bank of Mill Creek where

TABLE 1

Precipitation Records for Red Bluff, California

Precipitation (inches)

Season
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many of tliciii died. Normally, however, snows are lijrlit, and iiidt oft'

rapidty.

FOOD HABITS OF DEER

Food habits of deer on llie Tehama winl cr i-an^'e wei-c studied by the

Game ^lanagemcnt Branch of the California Department of Fish and

Game, and the results were reported by Leach and Ilielde (1957). Their
studies show the relative^ amounts of jjrasses, forbs and browse con-

sumed, and the importance of acoi-ns and dry oak leafafje after the deer

arrive on the range (Figure 5). Browse was found to be the most im-

portant food item in the winter, but in the spring the grasses and forbs

comprised most of the forage. For the entire winter season, browse, in-

cluding acorns and oak leafage, accounted for nearly 70 percent of the

diet, and herbaceous vegetation for about 30 percent. The heavy use of

herbaceous plants in March and April indicates the competition that

exists between deer and livestock for forage on foothill ranges. On the

first of May, deer fed heavily on the abundant new leaves of oaks, al-

most to the exclusion of other food.

100

OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR APR MAY

FIGURE 5. A graphic representation of foods eaten on the Tehama winter deer range.

(Adapted from data by Leach and Hiehle, 1957.)

ECOLOGY OF BRUSH SPECIES

In managing brushlands for game, the ojiei-alor, or game manager,
must be able to identify each species ami know its value as browse.

Furtliciiiiore, he must know the ecology of each species: where it

iiornially grows; Avhether or not it loses its leaves in the fall and is bare
while deer are on the range ;

whether it reproduces only from seed or

stump sprouts or both
;
its reaction to a single fire and to repeated burn-

ing ; its ability to compete successfully with other vegetation ;
and its

general resistance to browsing. With this information, the game man-
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ager is able to manage his range efficiently, and to predict the success

of any new management practice.
The following discussions are concerned only with species within the

particular study areas.

Wedgeleaf Ceanothus

The most abundant and widely distributed shrub on the Tehama deer

winter range is wedgeleaf ceanothus. On the Tehama range it grows to

a height of 9 feet but averages about 6 feet. The leaves are smaller than

in many other portions of its distribution range. Strains with larger

leaves probably would be more desirable as deer browse. This shrub does

not lose its leaves in winter, and is generally considered an excellent

browse for deer on winter ranges. Sheep are also fond of this browse,

but cattle eat it sparingly unless other forage is scarce. This species

principally reproduces by seed except occasionally when a new plant
arises by layering as a result of a limb 's coming in contact with the soil,

chiefly when protected from grazing.

Wedgeleaf ceanothus produces seed every j^ear, but the crop is larger

some years than others. The capsule dehisces upon opening, and the

seeds are cast up to a distance of 35 feet. Seeds are hard-coated, and

may lie viable in the ground for many years. Their germination is in-

creased by fire, however, many seedlings emerge in openings each year
in the absence of fire. The leaf fall is large, and a deep litter accumulates

beneath the shrubs. No new seedlings become established under dense

brush.

^r--**-
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FIGURE 6. With protection from browsing, wedgeleaf ceanothus grows rapidly (left)

may produce seed within four or five years, but with heavy browsing the plants may

kept low (right) and within reach of deer for many years.

and

be
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Sometimes wedgeleaf ceanotluis Ijccomes very dense, and jk* her-

baceous vegetation grows in the uiuliM-story. When sneh areas are

burned, new seedlings emerge in great abundance and grow rapidly
where there is little eompetitioji from herbaceous vegetation.

Without utilization, height groAvth is rapid and new ])lants may begin
to produce seed within four to five years. With heavy deer utilization

in Aviiiter, the shrubs may be suppressed so that the entire tops are kept
within deer reach for 20 or 25 years (Figure 6). Under this condition

the plants produce few seed, if any. and a fire through brusli will

greatly reduce their abundance on the range. The game manager can be

sure that, if a repeat burn occurs before another seed crop is produced,
both the stand and its can-ying cajjacity for deer will be greatly re-

duced.
Oaks

California scrub oak and scrub interior liveoak are similar in gen-
eral appearance on the Tehama deer winter range. Both are about 8 to

10 feet tall, and grow under similar situations (Figure 7). However,

they can be identified by the lower leaf surface, which in Califoi-nia

scrub oak is light blue, and in scrub interior liveoak, a glossy green.
These chaparral oaks are second to wedgeleaf ceanothus in browse
abundance on the Tehama range. Two other oaks have importance for

deer: California black oak at higher and California blue oak at hnvei-

elevations. These oaks grow 30 to 60 feet tall. They drop tlieir leaves
in winter, while the two chaparral oaks are evergreen.

Oaks are important to deer in several ways: (1) the evergreen spe-
cies provide browse in winter; (2) Ihe new leaves of all four oaks are

FIGURE 7. Appearance of scrub Interior liveoak in 1958, 11 years after it wos burned.
It sprouts vigorously. California scrub oak appears similar to this. (Wedgeleaf ceanothus in

the foreground.)
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readily eaten in the spring; (3) the dry leaves of the decidnons oaks

are eaten in the fall soon after they drop (Fignre 5) ;
and (4) all

species provide acorns. Althongh the two chaparral oaks are not highly

preferred food items, they do furnish a constant and steady source of

browse in winter, and may be very important when other browse is

scarce. Browse of California scrub oak is preferred to that of scrub

interior liveoak. Deer seem to be fond of the very young leaves of all

oaks, and browse on them heavily wherever they can be reached. Deer
also take a surprisingly large quantity of dry oak leaves. If deer mi-

grate to the winter range before green grass becomes available, they
apparently feed on dry oak leaves in preference to dry grass.
Acorns are an important food item to deer. They become available at

a critical time of the year, often just before green grass becomes suffi-

cient and preceding the winter months. When acorns are abundant

they comprise a large percentage of the food in the fall (Figure 5).
As a result the deer may become fat, and they go through the winter
in better flesh and with less mortality than if acorns were not avail-

able. During the years of this study, the acorn crop varied from abund-
ance to scarcity.

The chaparral oaks are vigorous sprouters following fire. California

black oak and California blue oak also sprout, but not so vigorously
as the chaparral oaks.

Western Mountain Mahogany

This is another rather abundant shrub on the Tehama deer winter

range as well as throughout most of the Sierra Nevada foothill region.
On the Tehama range it eventually grows into a small tree 12 to 18

feet tall. Even as a tree, however, it produces annually a few sprouts
at the stem base, which are available to deer. This shrub is partly

deciduous, losing about one-fourth to three-fourths of its leaves each

fall. However, since the leaves drop in late September, this might be

a reaction to drought conditions rather than to frost.

Stumps of western mountain mahogany sprout vigorously after fire

(Figure 8). On the Tehama winter range, all stumps seen produced
sprouts following the fire in 1947. The sprouts are nutritious and are

readily eaten by deer and some by cattle. Stockmen also have found
the sprouts to be excellent sheep browse.

The seed crop varies from very heavy in some years to very light in

others. The seed has a plumose awn, and ma}' be blown in a brisk wind
a distance of 150 yards from the parent tree. Seed coats are thin and
the seeds germinate readily without fire. In this respect, western moun-
tain mahogany differs from a majority of chaparral species, most of

which are favored by fire. After the seeds have fallen they are readily

destroyed by fire, so that seedlings are seldom seen on areas burned

intensely in the late season. However, in Madera County it was found
that light fires under mature shrubs before seed fall prepare a seedbed.

When this happens, new seedlings may appear in great abundance in

the next growing season (Biswell et al., 1953). Time of fire is there-

fore important to this species in reproduction from seed. The shrub
is resistant to browsing on winter ranges. However, on year-long deer

ranges, new sprouts following fire are browsed so heavily that many
plants eventually die.
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FIGURE 8. Many sprouts and dense growth of western mountain mahogany in October,

1952, five growing seasons after the fire of 1947. It was estimated that one-half to two-

thirds of the leaves had fallen, probably as a result of the dry summer season rather

than frost.

Verba Santa

This shrub is widely distributed in the Sierra Nevada foothills of

Califoriua. It is a pioneer species that germinates from seed the first

year after fire in areas of burned brush that are mostly free of com-

petition from herbaceous vegetation. A few seedlings may continue to

emerge for two or three years after fire. Without competition, the seed-

lings grow rapidly and the plants reproduce thereafter by shoots from
stolons that grow laterally from ihc ]);ii(Mi1 plants (Figure 9). Such
shoots may appear in tlie first growing season after fire and for sev-

eral years thereafter. Mature shrubs are mostly three to six feet tall

on the Tehama deer winler range.
This species is not well liked by any kind of livestock, ami during

sunnner scarcely any kind of animal, even goats, can be forced to

browse upon it. On ranges heavily utilized by livestock, where com-
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FIGURE 9. Young plant (left) of yerba santa arising from rhizome (underground stem).

In fertile, moist soils new plants may begin to appear in the first growing season after fire.

(Courtesy J. E. Street)

petition from iieigliboriiig plants is reduced, yerba santa can become

dominant (Biswell, 1961).

Although not browsed in summer, yerba santa holds its leaves in

winter and is browsed by deer on winter ranges, mainly when other,

more palatable browse becomes scarce. For this reason it may occupy
a more important place on the range than most people think. On the

Tehama deer winter range, all yerba santa seedlings studied were

browsed during the 1948 winter season. Generally, with better browse

sufficient, yerba santa showed little use.

In fairly heavy brush, yerba santa dies out entirely in 20 or 25 years.

In heavily utilized areas, where grazing reduces competition, it may
live longer. However, the seeds remain viable in the soil for many
years and the shrub appears again after the next fire. The seedlings
are unusually sensitive to competition from herbaceous vegetation.
On the Tehama deer winter range no seedlings were ever observed in
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the areas ul' biiriiocl licrbaceous vegctaliuu or on the iiiil)iinic<l jxjilioiis

of the range. .

Manzanita

AVliiteleaf and coiiiinon manzanitas, both iioii-sprouting, gi-ow in the

central part oi' tlie Teliama range. Tliey are sealtered and grow cliiefly

in patches. Thej' are k^ss abundant than wedgeleaf ceanothus and the

oaks, but are more abundant than other shrubs except on burned por-
tions of the range where they are exceeded by yerba santa. These spe-

cies, or otliers ecologically similar, are wid(;ly scattered in the font-

hills of California.

These particular manzanitas are considered inferior browse species.
On winter ranges, however, the foliage of all plants may be eaten to

some extent. The young plants often grow in an open enough manner
that all the leaves can be picked off by deer, in which case they may
die. Constant heavy browsing in winter can kill j^oung plants in t'oui'

or five years.
The manzanitas produce seed almost every year, with a heavier crop

in some years than otliers. The seeds, with their pulp, arc eaten by
foxes and coyotes, and may be carried long distances by these animals.

Seeds are hard-coated, and fire is essential 1o ei-aek the seed coats for

good germination.

Other Browse Species

Several other browse spei-ies grow on the Tehama deer winter range,
but for vai'ious reasons are less important than tliose already discussed.

Fremont silktassel is a highly preferred and excellent browse foi'

deer, but the shrub is not abundant on this winter range. It sprouts

vigorously and ju-oduces much foliage, but the s(M^dlings are not very

competitive, and reproduction is poor. Several seeillings were observed

in the shade of mature plants in an exclosure, but these grew poorly
and most of them died.

Cha]iai-i'al honeysuckle is another highly preferi'ed browse found in

small amounts on the study areas. However, it is not abundant enough
to be of any importance for deer.

California juniper is scattered thiidy over the range. A small amount
of I'cpi-oduction was observed. The young jilants have si)iny leaves anil

are seldom browsed. The oldei- trees have a browse line, but since very
little new foliage is produced below this established level, the tree pro-
duces little for deer.

"Western hop-tree is deciduous. ^Most of the leaves have fallen by the

time the deer ai'i-ive on the range, and the i>lant does not put out new
leaves until shortly before the deer leave. .\\ that time llie leaves are

browsed to some extent. ( )tliei'wise, it has little or no value on the

range.
California laurel is seai'ce, and the mature k'aves ai'C not well liked

by deer (Figure 10). It is an evergreen species. Following fires on

year-long ranges the new^ spi'outs ai-e often kept browsed so closely
that the ])lants are killed. This was observed uuuiy times on areas else-

where where deer are resident. On the Tehama wintei- range the new
s})routs mature so fast after fire they become uu|)alatable during the
first season, before the deer ret n in fiom iheii- snmmer i-ange.
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FIGURE 10. California laurel grew rapidly after the fire, and showed practically no brows-

ing use. (Picture taken March, 1951, three growing seasons after the fire.)

BRUSH SEEDLING STUDIES

Special attention was given to the brush seedlings that emerged in

the first spring after the fire of 1947 (1948 crop) and also to those

that appeared in subsequent years under various conditons. Studies

were made of the survival or mortality of seedlings, during both sum-

mer and winter, height, growth, utilization by deer, and seed produc-
tion.

Selection of Plots

For these studies, 30 plots, four feet square, were selected on July

7, 1948, along a 6-mile strip in about the middle of the Tehama deer

winter range (Figure 3). Ten of the plots were on unburned range
and 20 on burned. Of the latter, 10 were located where dense brush
had burned, and the other 10 near-by where grass had burned. The 10

unburned plots were in grass, but were close enough to brush so that

new seeds could be cast on them each year. Thus, three conditions were

represented: (1) unburned herbaceous cover; (2) burned herbaceous

cover; (3) burned brush with no herbaceous cover the first year.
The plots were selected to ensure that several to many brush seed-

lings would be available for study. As expected, seedlings were far

more numerous on the burned brush plots without herbacous cover

than they were on the other plots. After the plots were staked, the new
seedlings were counted and measured. During the first four years meas-
urements were made five times each year, and thereafter, twice a year
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exfOjit in tlic ffill of 1I)r)4 jiiul llie full ycai- of 1!).")!) wlicn no mcasiirc-

nuMits were made. In addition to these ])lots, a liali'-acre deer exclo.sure

made it possible to observe non-utilized plants.

Herbaceous Vegetation

TTci-baceons ve*retatioii cont I'ihntes to the deer diet. It also maiidains
infiltration eajiaeity and ])roteets the soil a<j;'ainst the lorees of i"iin

antl runoff.

In this particular study, herbaceous vejietation Avas of interest be-

cause it competes Avith brush seedlings affecting their survival and

growth.
Studies elsewhere have shown a very high negative correlation be-

tween the density of herbaceous cover and number of brush seedlings

surviving the dry sunnner period (Schultz et nl., 1955). With the

higher grass density, fewer seedlings survived. The herbaceous plants

emerge in the fall with the first rains, Avhile the brush seedlings do
not emerge until the following spring, mostly in late March and the

first two weeks of April. By the time the brush seedlings emerge, the

herbaceous plants have well-established root systems. In late April.

May, and June, and through the summer, they dry the soil beyond
brush seedling tolerance.

Estimates of density and percentage composition of plants on the

study plots for fiv(> years are shown in Table 2. Oidy estimates of den-

sity were taken in ]!)48 and l!>4r). In 1948 oidy a few ])lauts grew on

the plots of burned brush, while under the other two conditions the

density was about 30 percent. In 1949 the density on the burned
brush plots increased to five percent, and remained the same for the

other two conditions. By the third 3'ear, 1951, the differences among
plots were much less (Table 2).
The effect of the fire on herbaceous vegetation was not determined.

Ilowevei', studies elsewhei-e in aninuil vegetation have shown that the

grasses decrease somewhat in proportion, and the forbs increase. There
is no significant effect on the density of the vegetation (Ilervey, 1949).
On the burned brush plots, brush seedlings received practically no

com])etition from herbaceous plants the first summer, and only slight

comjjetition the second summer. As will be seen later, the near absence

of herbaceous vegetation on the burned brush plots greatly favored

the survival and growth of brush seedlings the first year or two after

the fire. Although the density of herbaceous vegetation on the uuburned
and burned herbaceous ])lots was about the same, competition seemed
to be less on the latter, pi-obably because the shrubs had been killed

and their wide-speading roots no louiici' took moisture from the soil.

The figures on percentage comjiositiou of cover show several things
characteristic of annual vegetation, e.g., a large fluctuation in abun-
dance of species from year to year, and a decrease in some of the broad-

leaf species, such as redstem filarcc with light grazing or protection.
Pereiniial grasses increased during tlic period of study, probably as a

result of lighter grazing.

Availability of forage to deer vai'icd fioiii ycai- to year, and was

strongly affected by rainfall. In the fall and cai-ly winter of 1956 the

forage was particulai-ly light because of low rainfall. In early Xovfuibcr
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the iiiaxiimnn ]u'i<i-lit of ripfj-iit bronie was only 2 inches. On the other

liand, in the fall of ll);")? the fora<i:e was abnndant and readily avail-

able to the deer. Other particularly poor forage years Avere 1949 and
]952; particularly good forage years were 1948, 1950, ;iii(l 1!),")."). In

1950, niaxiinnni luMght of ripgnt broin(! on October 20 was (i inches, and
on December 29, 17 inches, and forage for deer was abundant.

The Brush Seedling Crop of 1948

The number of seedlings of the 1948 crop that survived and grew in

the sjiring and fall of each succeeding year, with their average heights,
is given in Table 8. Ojdy four s])ecies were j^resent on the plots : wedge-
leaf ceanothus, Avestern mountain mahogany, yerba santa, and manza-
nita. It is interesting that no seedlings of western inounljiin mahogany
were found on the burned brush plots. As explained eai'licr, when the

seeds of this species are on the ground at the time of fire they are easily

destroyed. Also, there were no seedlings of yerba santa on either the

unburned or burned herbaceous plots. Young seedlings of this species
are extremely sensitive to competition. If any emerged, they died w ilh-

out being noticed.

Survival and Mortality of Brush Seedlings. Table 3 shows that: (1)

Total mortality was very high under all three conditions. (2) Mortality
was greatest on the unburned herbaceous plots where competition from
herbaceous plants was greatest, and lowest on the burned brush plots
where competition was least. (3) Mortality on the unburned and
burned herbaceous plots was very high the first summer (Figure 11).

Thereafter, the mortality was low on the basis of oi'liiinal number of

brush seedlings, because most of them had died during the first summer.
After four or five years, mortality ceased and any seedlings reaching

100
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this age had a good chance to live. On the burned brush plots, mortality

was relatively low the first summer but continued for several summers
thereafter. In 1960, one of the burned brush plots was bare of seedlings

but the other plots were stocked each with one to 12 plants. It is obvious

that mortality wall continue on the more heavily stocked plots as the

plants grow. (4) Mortality was very high in summer. Most of this was

attributed to competition and drought. However, in some cases seed-

lings died during summer after being heavily browsed by deer during
the winter. A few seedlings died during the summer as a result of de-

foliation by grasshoppers and quail. Rabbits and ground squirrels de-

stroyed a few seedlings.

The winter mortality was also the result of several influences. In

1948-49 the winter was unusually cold, and many seedlings suffered

frost damage. In some cases the roots were broken off a foot or more
beneath the soil surface, and the seedlings were completely heaved out.

Deer often browse all the leaves and branches from young seedlings to

a point where only a one inch dead stub of the stem remains. A few

seedlings, especially in their first winter on the fresh brush burn, are

killed by deer trampling.

Growth and Utilization of Brush Seedlings. Growth of brush seed-

lings is indicated by their average heights in the fall and spring of each

year (Table 3). As a result of deer browsing in winter, the seedlings

were never as tall in early spring as they had been in the preceding fall.

Grow^th and suppression of seedlings are illustrated in Figure 12, from

measurements of wedgeleaf eeanothus seedlings taken over the first

three years. This trend continued for the 12 years of study. However, in

several cases measurements were made late in the spring after consider-

able growth of the year in question had taken place. In such cases the

full degree of utilization was not indicated.

1950

FIGURE 12. Trend in height growth of wedgeleaf eeanothus seedlings resulting from browsing
in winter and growth in summer.

-44529
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TABLE 3

Survival and Growth of Brush Seedlings That Emerged in the Spring of 1948

(No measurements in the fall of 1954 or tlie year 1959)
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TABLE 3—Continued

Survival and Growth of Brush Seedlings That Emerged in the Spring of 1948
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FIGURE 13. Wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings under three conditions of cover. They grew
fastest in the burned brush areas, but were utilized most in those places also. At the end of

the first winter season the plants were about the some height under all three conditions.
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FIGURE 14. Comparative browsing use of wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings under three

conditions of cover.

Deer browsino; in winter coiilimK^s to retard tlie (level()i)inent of brusli

seedlin<^s over a long jieriod of time (Figure 15). After 12 years, the

average height of the wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings on the burned brush
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plots was only one-third that of the mature plants. Studies elsewhere

have shown that following fire this species grows fast when free of

browsing and reaches maximum height in four or five years. Mountain

mahogany seedlings averaged less than 1 foot tall in 12 years. Since

yerba santa grows fast and was utilized less than the other species, it

reached about average maximum height in seven years.

Seed Production from Seedlings. When shrubs are continually
browsed each winter they are slow in developing far enough to produce
seed. A few plants of wedgeleaf ceanothus produced seeds in 1956, in

their ninth year (Figure 16). In 1960, after 12 years, eight plants of

the 51 on the burned brush plots produced seeds, as well as five plants
on the burned herbaceous plots. No seedlings of western mountain

mahogany or manzanita produced seed during the 12 years, and it ap-
peared that they would not do so for many more years. Yerba santa

grows and matures fast, and produced seed during its third summer.

Brush Seedling Emergence and Survival After 1948

The emergence of new brush seedlings in the years following the 1948

crop is shown in Table 4. Yerba santa is not included because it was not

always possible to decide whether a new plant came from seed or was
a shoot from an underground stem. In most cases it was definitely the

latter. At the close of the study in 1960, there were 28 new yerba santa

plants on the burned brush plots in addition to the eight plants that

still survived from the 1948 crop.
The figures in table 4 show that new seedlings started every year

but the number varied greatly. Nearly all died the first summer after

germination.

GROWTH AND UTILIZATION OF STUMP SPROUTS

When fires occur during the growing season, stump sprouts begin
to appear in about three weeks. However, if the fire is in late Septem-
ber after summer growth stops, new sprouts may not appear until

the following spring. In such cases, the principal food for deer in

winter will be herbaceous vegetation.
The principal sprouting species on the study areas were western

mountain mahogany, California scrub oak and scrub interior liveoak,
and Fremont silktassel. All of these are vigorous sprouters. No plants
died as a direct result of the fire. Yerba santa also sprouts following
fire, but in this case there had been no plants on the range before the

fire; all new growth of this species after the fire came from seed. On
winter deer ranges not grazed by livestock, the sj^routs have no inter-

ference during the first growing season after fire, and they grow rap-
idly. When the plots were established on July 7, 1948, average heights
of the larger sprouts were as follows : Western mountain mahogany,
24.9 inches; California scrub oak and scrub interior liveoak, 24.9

inches; Fremont silktassel, 23.8 inches. These measurements may be
contrasted with that of wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings, which averaged
only 2.5 inches on the same date. The sprouts have attained still greater
heights by the end of the summer. During the following winter, Fre-
mont silktassel especially, and the oaks were browsed back considerably
by deer, but mountain mahogany, being partly deciduous, apparently
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TABLE 4

Number and Survival (or Mortality) of Brush Seedlings

Species
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TABLE 4—Continued

Number and Survival (or IVIortality) of Brush Seedlings

Species
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as a rcsull of (li-()u<rli1, Avas iiol bi-owscd l)ack appreciably. This is coii-

sidei-ably (lilVcrcnt from utilization on ycar-loiij^ ranges such as the

Cow Mountain area in Lake County. On that area, mountain mahogany
is browsed heavily and continuously from the time sproulinL'' begins,
and as a result the plants are frequently killed.

FIGURE 15. Upper, wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings in April, 1953, five growing seasons

after the fire, show very little close utilization. This is the condition of plants when the deer

leave for the summer range. Lower, wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings on another plot in October,

1955, eight growing seasons after the frre. Shrubs are in this condition when the deer arrive

from the summer range.
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Sprout growth continued rapidly. By the end of the second summer,
western mountain mahoo-any had grown to an average height of 49.3

inches, with a maximum of 67 inches; scrub oaks, 55.4 inches, maxi-
mum 78 inches; and Fremont silktassel, 35.6 inches, maximum 59
inches.

At the end of the third season, western mountain mahogany had
grown to an average height of 72.5 inches, maximum 91 inches; scrub

oak, 74.2 inches, maximum 95 inches; Fremont silktassel, 57 inches,
maximum 71 inches. In the following season the plants gradually ap-

FIGURE 16. Upper, July, 1948, the first growing season after the fire. On the edge of the

brush a few shrubs survived the fire. Lower, October, 1958, 11 growing seasons later. Note

that the shrubs ore spaced sufficiently that the deer can browse around each one.
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|ini;icln'(| I he lici^rlits of old, wcll-cst ;il)l islicd plaiils: Westci'ii nujuii-

tiiiii iiiiilioj.'-iiny. 14 feci. "> iiiclics; scriih oak, 8 feet 9 inches; Fremont
silklasscl. It IVct L' iiidics.

FIGURE 17. Upper, Fremont silktassel at the end of the growing season in October, 1952.

Lower, Fremont silktassel near the end of the browsing period in April, 1953.

I»i-o\\siii^f di'])rcssc(l sj^rout f;ro\vlli wvy litilc except in Fremont
silktassel, simie of which were browsed hack heavily the first summer.
?]ach winter the deer ate all of the reyiow 1 li. and this gradnally weak-
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ened the plants (Figure 17). This plus extreme defoliation by grass-

hoppers in some instances caused a few of the plants to die. Regrowth
on heavily utilized Fremont silktassel plants during the summer after

the first winter of browsing averaged 5.4 inches per plant; in 1950 it

averaged 3.9 inches; and in 1952, only 1.3 inches. Thus, the measure-

ments showed gradual weakening in the plants as the seasons passed.
In contrast, unbrowsed plants showed good growth. For example, in

1952, when regrowth on heavily utilized plants was only 1.3 inches,

the growth on protected plants was 9.7 inches.

Seed Production from Sprouts

In contrast to the slow growth of seedlings and their dcA^elopment
to the seed producing stage, sprouts grew much faster and produced
seed at an earlier age. California scrub oak produced a few seed in

1950, the third year of sprout growth; western mountain mahogany
in 1952, the fifth year of growth ;

and Fremont silktassel in 1955, the

eighth growing season.

UTILIZATION OF MATURE WEDGELEAF CEANOTHUS

Utilization of mature wedgeleaf ceanothus plants on the range was
estimated during three seasons by Dasmann (1950). In addition, the

authors measured utilization in one year, near the study plots, by the

marked twig method, with results very close to Dasmann 's estimates.

He assigned utilization figures for the three years as follows: 1947- '48,

10.6 percent; 1948- '49, 24.4 percent; 1949-'50, 16.7 percent. For the

measurements near the study plots the utilization (by both methods)
was about six percent. During these years all of the seedlings of this

species were heavily utilized, with about three-fourths of the new
height growth removed each year. It can be concluded that the seed-

lings of wedgeleaf ceanothus are much preferred to the nearby old

plants.
DAMAGE FROM GRASSHOPPERS

Grasshoppers were abundant locally in some years. They fed heavily

upon western mountain mahogany, but very little on other species.

During 1958, many shrubs were completel}' stripped of leaves. In an
area where western mountain mahogany contributes heavily to deer

diet, grasshoppers could be important in reducing the range carrying
capacity for deer.

DISCUSSION

The game manager should have in mind an idealized game habitat

toward whch he works, on the basis of the best information available.

Furthermore, he should strive to improve his management plan through
research and observation.

The Tehama deer winter range is already an excellent habitat for

deer. However, it would be worthwhile to have more shrubs for browse
in some places, and to thin them in others, especially on north expo-
sures. In some places a new stand of brush should be initiated since

the present plants are decadent and are producing little nutritious

browse (Figure 18). In a few places blue oaks have thickened, and the
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Avedgeleaf ceaiiothus intermixed with them is dying out (Figure 19).

Clearly, the carrying capacity of such ranges can be iiu-rcased. On the

other hand, the game manager is challenged with the problem of main-

taining the present carrying capacity.
The objective in Ihis research was to obtain ecological information

which can serve as a basis in developing management practices to main-

tain and perhaps improve winter deer ranges. It is well known that

browse is essential for deer, both as food and cover. Basically, deer

prefer browse over herbaceous vegetation. However, if the browse is at

all inferior, the diet may be made up largely of herbs—at least when

they are green and nutritious. On a deer winter range where there is

no new growth of shrubs until spring, the browse becomes poorer week

by week as the animals select the better portions ;
at the same time the

herbaceous forage may be utilized more and more. It can be concluded

that both shrubs and herbaceous plants are necessary for the best wel-

fare of deer on winter ranges. Browse becomes of supreme importance
when snow makes the herbaceous plants unavailable to the deer.

On a deer winter range, shrubs that hold their leaves are obviously
far more desirable than those that do not. Also, sprouting species may
have an advantage over non-sprouting ones since they recover more

rapidly after fire and are not so easily diminished by repeated burning.

Fortunately, most of the shrubs and trees on the Tehama v.'inter

range have value for deer in the proportions in which they occur. On
some of the other winter ranges certain species, such as scrub interior

liveoak and yerba santa, are too abundant in relation to other species ;

in such cases these species may not be utilized appreciably, but still

FIGURE 18. Decadent stand of shrubs now furnishing very little browse for the deer. Re-

generation to a new stand is highly worthwhile in such places.
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FIGURE 19. Wedgeleaf ceanothus dying out from old age and not regenerating itself in

this area where the blue oak has thickened and where competition from grass is high.

they occupy space and compete with the more desirable plants. This is

not the case on the Tehama deer winter range, at least to any noticeable

extent.

Importance of Soil

Ecologists know that one of the most important factors governing
distribution of vegetation is the underlying soil. It was pointed out

that the striated nature of the vegetation on the Tehama deer range
is chiefly the result of differences in soils, with the shrubs generally
on the deeper soils. Over certain portions of the Tehama range it would
be worthwhile to have more shrubs for browse. However, the Toomes
soils predominate, and on some of the south-facing slopes they are

very shallow—perhaps not over 3 to 8 inches deep—and are cemented

together by tuffaceous sediments. These soils probably will not support

shrubs, and are more suited to shallow-rooted grasses. If the game
manager undertakes to increase shrubs, therefore, it should be on the

(;ieeper soils—perhaps w^here shrubs formerly grew but have died out.
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Use of Fire

Controlled firo can be used To iiiipi-oxc bfiislilaiHls for ^anie. Fire

increases gennination of liard-eoated seeds and kills Die toi)s of sprout-

ing: species, thereby cansing new sprouts to arise from the stumps. Thus
a new cro]) of bi'usli is initiated which, in some cases, may be thicker

than the preceding!; crop. The yield of browse may be jrreatly increased.

Furthermore, deer prefer the browse of young' plants and sprouts to

that of older plants. Tests have also shown that the protein content and
browse value of younj^ plants and new sprouts are improved. When
dense brush is burned, most of the seedlings arise during- the first

spring- after the fire, and a few follow for one or two years thereafter.

When all plants are killed by fire, no more seedlings may appear until

Ihe new plants produce seeds in the area. Some of the sprouting- species
on the winter rang-e grew rapidly and began producing seed within a

relatively few yeai's, but this was not true of the non-sprouting wedge-
leaf ceauothus. These plants were browsed to the point at which most
of them would not produce seeds for perhaps 15 years or longer. The
conclusion is, to maintain wedgeleaf ceauothus, or any other highly

palatable, non-sprouting species, fire must be used judiciously. Firing
of such brush before the plants mature and produce seed is sure to

lower the amount of this species in the stand, and iierhaps, also, the

rang-e carrying capacity for deer. After 12 years of study on the

Tehama range, it appears that no one spot of wedgeleaf ceauothus

can be burned more often than every 20 or 25 years, and perhaps
longer where browsing is heavy, without lowering the amount of this

plant in the stand. This is not the case with sprouting species. These

plants produce seed much more (|uiekly after a fii'c; furthermore, they

regrow from stump sprouts.
ITow to use fire can sometimes he a pro])hMii. Always there is danger

that a fire will escape and do damage elsewhere. AVhen dense brush is

pushed over, it can be burned at selected times during the fall or early

spring without excessive danger of escape. Pushed-over brush can be

burned the first winter season after treatment, or two or three years

later, and many seedlings will start after the fire. However, if the firing

is done after the first of Ai)i-il, the number of seedlings that emerge
may be few the first year and may not apjiear in abundance until the

following spring. By tlial time the grasses Iuinc increased in al)undance,
and afford greater com])etition to the brush seedlings. It is therefore

wise to burn brush the first year after it is pushed over, and early

enough so that seedlings will emerge during the first spring. Probably
any spring burning should be completed by the first of ]\Iarch. Other-

wise it should be held over until the next winter season. The acreage
that might be burned in any one season is dependent on the amount
that can be i^ushed over. Tn general, the more the better.

Fire can sometimes be used in standing brush in sinnmer Avhen

ade()uate fire-lines have been prepared and when sufficient help is

available to do it in one day. A permit to bni-n nmst be obtained from
state Division of Forestry ])ersonnel. This kind of brush cannot be

burned in standing position when the grass is green, such as might be

done in chamise chapari-al, because dry grass is needed to carry fire

between brush ]ilan1s. The acreage tliat might be burned in one opera-
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tion will be governed very much by where the fire-lines can be estab-

lished at reasonable cost and the help available to make the burn.

Always, plans should provide for completing a burn within one day.
With these provisions, the acreage to be burned might vary from a few
hundred to 2,000 or 5,000. If a burn is made in July or early August
many sprouts will be available for deer during the next winter.

Plant Competition

Competition from other vegetation is important in preventing brush
increase. On the Tehama winter range many brush seedlings emerged
nearly every year in those places where old plants produced seeds;
however, nearly all of them died as a result of competition. Following
the fire, most of the seedlings in the burned herbaceous vegetation also

died as a result of competition. In the burned brush areas competition
was not so great, and enough seedings survived to insure an adequate
stand of brush bj' the time the plants reach maturity. On the burned
brush areas only one plot was without a seedling in 1960 and the

others had one to 12, far more in most cases than could be supported
when the plants reach maturity.

Competition from herbaceous vegetation w^as the main cause of seed-

ling mortalitj^ on the Tehama deer winter range. The question is : What
can be done to reduce such competition? It must be remembered that

herbaceous vegetation starts growth in the fall, and brush seedlings
start growth in the spring. Also, the annual herbs mature in early May,
while the brush seedlings grow throughout the summer. The annual

vegetation depletes the soil of its moisture, and leaves little for summer-

growing brush seedlings and, perhaps, summer weeds. Heavy cattle

grazing for a year or two before the annuals mature might be a means
of reducing competition and favoring brush seedlings. Grazing reduces

the water-using capacity of these plants and results in more summer-

growing plants, such as weeds and brush seedlings. Heavy grazing
followed by late rains creates conditions favorable for brush seedling
survival. This method of reducing grass competition was not tested on
the Tehama deer winter range, and there might be some question about
the wisdom of using it as a management practice because of the pos-

sibility of increased runoff and erosion. However, this method warrants
observation and study.
Another method for reducing competition and preparing a seedbed

would be to scrape the soil surface with a bulldozer blade to a depth
of 1 or 2 inches, before seed fall. This could be in the late spring while

the soil is still moist or later during seed fall. The scraping could
extend out for 30 feet or so around wedgeleaf ceanothus shrubs since

the seeds are cast about 35 feet from the parent plants, and farther

for western mountain mahogany since the seeds of this plant might
be blown up to 150 yards in the wind. This method would be limited

to the less rocky areas, but is one well worth testing.

Deer Browsing and Other Factors

Deer browsing was not an important factor in seedling mortality.

However, it does retard growth of plants and delays seed production.
It was pointed out that new plants of w^edgeleaf ceanothus following
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fire mi{?ht not produce seed in ay)])rocinble amounts for 15 or 20 years.

If a reburn slionld occur during' Ili;it time, tlie slirub Avould be dimin-

ished in abuiulaiu'c. Tlieret'ore, in a hiirniiiy program it is important
to time the fire M'ith seed production.

Other factors causing a small amount of mortality were frost heav-

iiii:- the first two or three years after fire, i-odcnts and rabbits, and de-

foliation by quail and grasshoppers.

Planting of Browse

Planting brush seeds may be a means of increasing browse, but needs

further testing. Research indicates that successful planting recjuires

careful selection of site and prejjaration of seedbed to reduce competi-

tion. Successful planting might be accomplished by seeding in scraped

bulldozer lanes on well-suited soils. Tn one test, J. L. Iliehle of the

California Department of Pisli and Came, obtained an excellent stand

of wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings by planting treated seeds. IToweyer,
all seedlings died within two or three years as a result of competition.

Just before planting, the seeds were treated by dropping them in boil-

ing water and adowing tlie water and seeds to cool overnight. Tlic seeds

are not killed by the boiling water. Tn fact, Clarence Quick (l!).")!))

found tliat seeds of certain ceanothus species would germinate after

25 minutes of constanl boiling in water. IManling of treated .seeds in

suitable places needs further testing before sound recommendalions

can be made.

SUMMARY

fStudies of l)i-o\vse conditions and reprothiction in relation to fire

and other environmental factors were made on the Tehama deer winter

range over a period of 12 years.
Fire resulted in more brush seedlings and sprouts and better range

for deer. However, fire must be used judiciously or the nonsprouting

species will be diminished in abundance and the carrying capacity

may be decreased.

fn the absence of fire, a few to nuniy brush seedlings emerged in

different years, but nearly all died. IMortality was mainly caused by

j)lant competition. Other factors of less importance were frost heaving,

browsing by deer, cutting by rabbits and rodents, and defoliation by

grasshoppers and quail. Kesearch is needed on methods of reducing

competition to increase bi-ush seedling survi\al. and on other means of

inci'easing browse for deer.
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GRASS REDUCES BITTERBRUSH PRODUCTION'
R. L. HUBBARD and H. R. SANDERSON

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station

Susanville, California

Land managers are gravely concerned about bitterbrush (Purshia

iridenta) mortalit}' on many ranges in the West. On many areas the loss

has been due to overgrazing by big game and livestock
;
on other areas

the cause is not clear. This paper reports a study of one possible cause

that is especially important in the arid West—competition for soil

moisture.

The study was done in an area where sizable blocks of bitterbrush

have died from unexplained causes. Although it is too early to tell

whether competition caused the mortality, the results do show that

competing grasses reduced bitterbrush growth and production signifi-

cantly.
THE STUDY AREA

The study area is located in the northeastern corner of California

east of Mt. Hebron on the Klamath National Forest. Commercial quan-
tities of ponderosa jjine grew on the area until about 20 years ago when
most of the mature pine was clear-cut. Now clumps of pole-sized pine,
and a few mature trees, are scattered through the area (Figure 1).

Dense stands of bitterbrush occur generally over the area, along with

big sagebrush (Artemisia iridentata), rabbitbrush {Chrysothaninus

spp.), and mountain-mahogany {Cercocarpus ledifoliiis). Perennial

grasses in the herbaceous understory include : bottlebrush squirrel-
tail {Sitanion hystrix), Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis) ,

western

needlegrass (Stipa occidentalis) ,
and sedge (Carex sp.). Cheatgrass

(Bromus tectorum), mule's ear {Wyethia mollis), and miscellaneous

forbs are also present.
Perennial grasses are not particularly dense. Line intercept tran-

sects run in an area of complete bitterbrush die-off intercepted about

1.6 feet of perennial grass basal area per 100 feet of line. Many of

the perennial grass plants are growing under the bitterbrush plants

(Figure 2).

The Forest Supervisor estimates average annual precipitation at

about 20 inches, much of it falling as snow. This study was made in

1960, the second dry year in a row. At Tulelake, the closest weather

station with long-term means available, precipitation was 59 percent
of the 25-year average in the 1958-59 season and 81 percent in 1959-60.

The bitterbrush on several sizable blocks has died almost completely

except under small islands of pine. As nearly as can be determined,
die-off has been heavy for at least 15 years. The largest of these blocks

1 Submitted for publication April, 1961. Part of the research upon which this paper is

based was done on Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration Project California W-
51-R, Big Game Investigations.

(391)
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FIGURE 1. General view ot a bitterbrush die off area near Mount hlt;bron, Lalitornia.

of complete die-off is about 200 acres. This study Avas located in a die-

off area of only about 27 acres because it Avas felt that there was a

better chance that the die-off was still poin<r on here.

The problem is not limited to areas of comi)lete die-off. All of the

bitterbrush stands in the U. S. G. S. Bray quadrangle were mapped
and classified as to their condition. This map. which takes in only

pai-t of tlie ])rol)1cm area, covers IfiO.OOO acres. TJittcrbi-ush orows on

more than 53,000 acres. Criteria used for classifyin*;- the stands were

as follows:

Excellent: Bitterbrush in a licalthy vip-orous state. No dead ])lants

and practically no dead material A\illiin iii(li\i(lual ]ilants.

Good: Bitterbrush in a healthy vi«>orous state. No dead plants but

10 to 20 percent of tlu> plants contain a maximum of 1") iiorccnt

dead material.

Fair: Up to 25 percent of the bitteihrusli plants dead, and 30 to 40

percent of tlic live i)lants contain as mucli as 60 percent dead ma-
terial. Remaining plants in good condition.
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FIGURE 2. A dead bitterbrush plant showing dense perennial grass understory.

Poor: Up to 90 percent of the plants dead. Most remaining plants
have some dead material.

Die-off: Ninety percent or more of the bitterbrush plants dead.

The breakdown of bitterbrush condition classes in the Bray quad-
rangle is as follows :

Class Area, acres Percent
 

Excellent — 0.0

Good 2.630 4.9

Fair 45,623 85.0

Poor 4,657 8.7

Die-off 734 1.4

Total 53,644 100.0

None of the stands in the Bray quadrangle were good enough to be
classed excellent although some in adjoining quadrangles do come up to

the specifications for an excellent stand.

The area has been grazed by livestock for at least 80 years. Live-

stock use was much greater in the early days than it has been since

the advent of grazing regulations by the U. S. Forest Service. Bitter-
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brush plants app.-ii'ciitly did hccoiiic established ciilici- diwinti' or im-

mediately after ratlier heavy livestock use. One possible exi)huiati<)U

for the current downward trend of bitterbrusli condition is that the

reduced jii-aziny has permitted an inci-ease in competition for moisture

from perennial grass. The pui'ijose of this study was to determine tlie

etfect that competition fiom peivimial ^i-ass has upon tlie vii^oi- and

pi-(»duet inn of l)i1terbrnsli.

METHODS

Two 75 X 75 foot areas were selected and fen<'e(l ajzainsi livestock in

1958. Botli of these exclosures were near an area of total die-otf. In one,

adjacent to the die-otf, the bitterbrush was in poor condition. The other

exclosure was further from the edge of the die-otf. Here, the bitter-

brush was in fair to good coiulition. Half of each of tliese plots was

weeded of everything but bitterbrush in 1!)59 and reweeded in 19(i().

Measurements of average leader length and average number of leaders

per branch were made on 15 randomly selected plants on each plot in

FIGURE 3. The finger is pointing at the first main fork of old wood. The two branches above

this fork were the type of sampling units used in this study.
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the fall of 1960. A branch was defined for this study as that portion
above the first fork of old wood (Figure 3). Four such branches were
selected on each bush, one from each quarter.

Every attemj)t was made to keep bias out of this branch selection.

This was done by facing away from the plant, reaching behind, grab-
bing terminal leaders, and then following down to the first main fork.

Once a branch was selected, all leaders on it w^ere measured. A leader
was considered to be any new growth over i/^ inch long. Previous studies

have shown that 19 to 39 leaders are needed for an accurate estimate
of average leader length (Hubbard and Dunaway, 1958).

In this study 50 leaders were measured on each bush to insure an ac-

curate estimate. Some bushes did not have 50 leaders on the 4 branches
selected. In such cases, additional branches had to be selected. The
estimate of average number of leaders per branch was based entirely,

however, on the first four branches.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Weeding on Leader Length

Removal of perennial grass and weed understory caused a dramatic
increase in leader length on both plots (Figure 4). Average leader

length on plants in good condition was 1.4 inches on the unweeded por-

tion, and 2.1 inches on the w^eeded area. Average leader length on poor
condition plants was 0.9 inches on the unweeded portion, and 1.7 inches

on the weeded.

0,9

Good Condition Poor Condition

FIGURE 4. Average leader length on bitlerbrush in fenced plots in the Mount Hebron
die-off area.

Looking at the analysis of leader lengths (Table 1), we find the ef-

fect of the weeding treatment was highly significant (99 percent level).

The difference between the good and poor condition plots was also

highly significant
—even though leader groAvth on the weeded plants in

the poor condition plot was essentially the same as that on the unweeded

plants in the good condition plot. The reason for the highly significant
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TABLE 1

Analysis of Variance of Leader Lengths Found on Weeded and Unweeded Fenced Plots

in the Mt. Hebron Bitterbrush Die-off Area

Source of variation
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dition were, again, both highly significant (Table 2). In this test, how-

ever, the interaction between condition and weeding also was significant.
The average number of leaders per branch more than trebled, from 3.0

to 9.7, following weeding of the poor condition plot (Figure 5). On
the good condition plot, the increase was less than 1^/^ times, from 7.1 to

11.1. Here, the evidence is even stronger that competition from under-

story vegetation was more severe on the poor condition plot than on
the good.
Both leader length and number of leaders responded similarly to

weeding. Consequently both measurements are probably good indexes to

plant vigor. It is sometimes difficult to measure leader length on heavily
grazed plants. It may be that a leader count is a satisfactory substitute.

TABLE 2

Analysis of Variance of Number of Leaders/Branch Found on Weeded and Unweeded Fenced
Plots in the Mt. Hebron Bitterbrush Die-off Area

Source of variation
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The apparent close correlation between leader lenjzth and average
nnnibor of leaders per branch needs further stud3^ It maj'^ be that a
count of leaders per branch is an adecinate, single measure of plant
vigor. If so, it will simplify and speed the gathering of informatif)n

on the effect of grazing.
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CASTLE LAKE INVESTIGATION-THIRD PHASE:
RAINBOW TROUT'

J. H. WALES and D. P. BORGESON ""

Inland Fisheries Branch

California Department of Fish and Game

Castle Lake, Siskiyou County (Figure 1), is fairly typical of the

numerous glacial cirque lakes of western North America. It lies at the

head of a steep-sided canyon at an elevation of 5,200 feet, 11 miles

southwest of the town of Mt. Shasta, California. Vertical cliffs, evidence
of glacial action at the canyon head, rise abruptly from the south end
of the lake. It is bordered by steep mountain slopes on the east and
west. At the north end the water is impounded by a low moraine,

FIGURE 1. Castle Lake, with Mt. Shasta in background. Photograph by J. H. Wales.

"^ Submitted for publication March, 1961. This work was performed as part of Dingell-
Johnson Project California F-8-R, "Trout Management Study", supported by Fed-
eral Aid to Fish Restoration funds.

2 The senior author is now Associate Professor, Department of Fish and Game Man-
agement, Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon.

( 31)9 )
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llirou^^li ^vllil•ll llie outlet stream lias ciil. The iKuilicni third of this

48-acre lake is shallow, with a maxiiiniin depth of 15 feet, while the

remainder is a deep bowl which has a iiuixiiiiiiiii depth of 122 feet and
contains 1,750 of the lake's 1,900 acre-t'eet of wjiter. The lake drains

only 200 acres, and its water source is chietly from snow and luimerous

sprinjrs. Consequently, the tributary streams are very short and steep
and flow oidy briefly each year. They are of no value as spawning
t I'ibutai'ies. The soil of the lake's drainapre is ))()or, and the lak'e itself

is low in fertility. Total dissolved solids amount to onlj^ 20 }).p.Ri.

Secchi disk visibility ranges from 40 to 55 feet. Summer surface tem-

peratures never exceed 75 degrees Fahrenheit. A thermocline develops
in the deep, south ])oi'tion of the lake in June. Complete oxygen deple-
tion occurs below 85 feet in late summer of some years.
The authors believe that many of the conclusions derived from the

Castle Lake investigation will be generally applicable to similar waters

in Avestern North America, llntehinson (1957) expresses this point

concisely: "A group of lakes confronts the investigator as a series of

very complex physiochemical and biological systems, each member of

which has its own characteristics and yet also has much in common with

the other members of the group."
Castle Lake is especially well suited as a test water. A single access

road terminates at the lake, thus enabling a creel checker to intercept
and interview' all anglers at the end of their fishing day. Angling pres-
sure is high enough for adequate evaluation of various experiments by
creel census.

This paper covers the third phase of the Castle Lake investigation,
the rainbow trout phase. Results of this phase, covering the years
1952 through 1959, are com])ai-ed witli earlier results and the implica-
tions are discussed.
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and George W. McCammon for his help in interpreting and presenting
the data and for supervising the 1959 census.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The first phase of the Castle Lake investigation began in 1988, when
rainbow (Snlmo ffairrhirrii). brown (Sahno tndta), eastern brook

(S(ih'(ii)ri(s fonii)Kiiis), and lake (SaJv<]iin(s namaijcush) trout were

present. The lake also contained small populations of two cyprinids,
the golden shiner (Notemigonus cryftoleucas) and speckled dace (Rhi-

)ii(hthys oscnhis).
The original design of this iuAcst i.Liat iou was to stock Castle Lake

for several years with equal uuinbei-s of rainbow. ])r()ok. and brown
trout and from their contribution to the catch determine the one best

suited to conditions existing in the lake. Aftei- the most suitable species
had been chosen, it was ])laiine(l to determine the l)est size and luimber

to stock. The plans were evaluated by means of a complete creel census.

Data on growth rates and food of the four trout species were col-
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lected during this phase. Some basic limnological features were also

investigated.
The results of the initial phase were reported by "Wales (1946). Sig-

nificant conclusions were the following :

1. The survival of stocked brook, brown, and rainbow fingerlings
was very low, primarily as a result of predation by brown and

naturally-spawned lake trout. Survival of subcatchable-sized and
catchable-sized fish of all three species was much higher ; however,
maintenance plants of large fish were inefficient, since the lake's

productivity was not utilized effectively.

2. Brown trout were the dominant species, providing about half of

the catch in numbers and over half of the total weight of the

catch. Since the interrelationships of several trout species mask
the potentialities of any single species, it was decided to select

one species and study its suitability to Castle Lake. The brook
trout was the species chosen, because of its widespread use in

other lakes of this type.

To carry out this plan, the lake was treated with rotenone at the

close of the 1946 angling season. All fish were killed and the lake re-

mained toxic to trout until July, 1947. The lake was restocked with

fingerling and subcatchable-sized brook trout in 1947.^ Additional brook
trout fingerlings were stocked in August, 1948, after which brook trout

plants were discontinued, since growth rate data indicated overstocking.
A complete creel census during the years 1947-53 and a five-day-per-

week census in 1954 were used to evaluate the survival and growth of

the brook trout plants. Wales and German (1956) reported the results

of this phase of the investigation. The most important findings were

the following :

1. Removal of the highly predatory brown and lake trout increased

survival of brook trout fingerlings remarkably. The mean survival to

the angler of planted brook trout fingerlings prior to chemical treat-

ment was 1.9 percent, while the 1947 and 1948 plants returned 34.6

and 36.4 percent, respectively, to the creel.

2. Angling success, in terms of numbers of fish, increased, despite an

appreciable increase in angling pressure. From 1941 through 1946

the mean number of angler days per year was 596 and the mean
catch per angler hour was 0.61. From 1947 through 1951, the mean
number of angler daj's per year was 1,077 and the mean catch per

angler hour was 1.50. This difference is exaggerated by the contri-

bution to the catch of a large plant of subcatchable-sized brook trout

in 1947 for which plants of subcatchables and catchables in 1942 and
1943 compensated only partially. Furthermore, the average size of

the fish was smaller from 1947 through 1951. In 1945 the catch per
acre per year was 9.6 pounds, while the mean for the years 1947-51

was 10.3 pounds.

3 In California, hatchery trout are classified as follow.s :

Fingerlings—one ounce each or smaller.
Subcatchables—larger than one ounce each, but smaller than six fish to the

pound.
Catchables—six fish to the pound or larger.
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3. Ill the absence of othor spoeios, the brook front established a self-

sustaininji' ])t)i)iihitioii. lirook trout si)a\vii suceessi'ully in the numer-

ous sprinfjs near the east shore of Castle Jjake. Rainbows cannot re-

produce in the lake.

4. It Avas hypotliesized that a combination of brooks and rainbows in

Castle T^ake would ])rovide a greater yield than brooks alone.

In 1952 the rainbow trout phase of tiie investi<;ation was bet?un. Ex-

perimental lots of marked rainbow tin<ierlings were introduced each

year from 1952 throujih 1958. The primary objectives were to deter-

mine (1) the effect of the rainbow on the fishery, (2) the strain of rain-

bow that would ])rovide the hiji^hest returns to the an<?ler commensurate
with a good growth rate, and (3) the number of that strain that should

be stocked annually to provide the best returns to the angler.

Secondar}^ objectives included a comparison of the survival of catch-

able-sized and fingerling rainbow; a comparison of the survival of air-

and truck-planted fingerlings; determination of the effect of sodium

amytal on the survival of air-planted fingerlings; a comparison of the

survival of fingerlings fed liver and ocean fish with that of fish fed dry

pellets exclusively.
Creel Census Methods

In 1952 and 1953 all plants were evaluated by complete creel census.

In 1954, a five-da^'-per-week census was initiated, following Best and
Boles (1956). Their method requires that all week ends and holiday's be

ceusused, and that no particular day is missed during two consecutive

weeks. Data for non-census days are estimated by averaging data from
the same day in the week previous and the week subsequent to the one

ill question.
All fish were measured to the nearest tenth of an inch, fork length,

and W'Cighed to the nearest hundredth of a pound. This information was
recorded on individual census forms, in addition to the name and county
of the angler, hours fished, and the bait and fishing method used. In

1959 data were recorded on Unisort punch cards, in order to expedite
data processing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Angler Use and Success

Table 1 summarizes angling data for the eight-year period, 1952

through 1959.

Angling success during the rainbow trout phase was relatively high,

with a mean catch per angler liour of 1.0 trout.

Fishing pressure dropped ap])reciably during tlu> last two years of

the rainbow trout phase. This was probably due to the deterioration of

the Castle Lake road and the development of good trout angling in

nearby Dwinnell Reservoir.

Total catch during this phase reached a high in 1955 of 6,066 trout

and then dropped to the low for the period, 2,548 trout, in 1956. The

abnormally large catches in 1952 and 1955 resulted fidni plants of

catchable-sized rainbows.
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The percentage of individtuil aiij^dcrs taking 50 percent of the total

catch ranged from 22 percent in 1!>53 to 6.7 percent in 1956. Since 1956

tin's ]i('rcoiitage has been 8 or less.

In the two years in -which catcliablc trout wci-c stocked (1952 and

1955) the percentage of limit catches was the highest (7 and 9 percent,

respectively). During the other six years the percentage of limit catches

ranged between 2.5 and 5.0 percent.
The percentage of zero catches recorded during this phase ranged

from 31 percent in 1958 to 49 percent in 1954.

The rainbow trout catch fluctuated considerably during this period
(Figure 2). The brook trout catch declined steadily after 1954.

The mean weights of brook and rainbow trout taken from 1955

through 1959 were almost identical, being 0.194 pound for the rainbows
and 0.199 pound for the brooks. Although their mean size was compar-
able with that of the rainbows, brook trout attained a greater maximum
size in Castle Lake during this period. For example, during 1959 only
one rainbow over 11 inches (11.2) was caught, whereas 12 brooks larger
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FIGURE 2. Costle Lake: Catch of rainbow and eastern brook trout, 1952 through 1959.
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than this were taken, including two that were 12.8 inches and one that
was 20.0 inches in length. The latter was a ripe female weighing 4.25

pounds and was the largest brook ever recorded from the lake.

The animal yield of Castle Lake from 1956 through 1959 ranged from
10.7 to 13.9 pounds per acre. The yields for 1958 and 1959 (12.8 and
12.9 pounds per acre, respectively) are believed to more closely approach
the lake's potential under the brook trout-rainbow trout combination
than those during the first six years of the study because : plants of

eatchable-sized rainbow influenced the earlier yields; large fluctuations

in rainbow abundance occurred in the first six years; the age composi-
tion of the catch was "more natural" in 1958 and 1959.

Secondary Experiments

The primary results of the rainbow trout phase have been somewhat
obscured by the many variables introduced by secondary experiments.
Six new variables in several combinations were added to the primary
tests of strains and numbers of rainbows. In 1952 and 1955 catchables

were stocked. An airplane plant was compared with a truck plant in

1952, while in 1953 equal lots of drugged and undrugged fish were air-

planted. Fish reared on different diets were introduced in 1957. The
size and condition of fish and the planting date also varied considerably.
Data of value to management were gained from these secondary experi-
ments ; however, their masking effect appreciably reduced the value of

the data in regard to the primary objectives.
From 1952 through 1958, 16 lots of rainbow trout were stocked in

Castle Lake. The total catch and the percentage caught from each lot

are presented in Table 2. Table 3 describes each lot, and gives other per-
tinent information. These data lead to the following conclusions:

TABLE 2

Castle Lake: Total Catch of Each Group of Rainbow Trout, 1952-1959

Date planted
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1. Tlie nieau retiini to the anylor of the \'.}')'2 uud V.)')^) phxuts of

eatchable-sized, fall-spawninp:, domestic rainbows was 79.9 percent.

2. The percentage of the ^9~)2 phml of 2, .")()() rjiinljow ti-out weighing
7.8 per pound returned to the angh'r was slijihtly better than the

return from an equal lot of smaller fish weighing I'^A per pound.
Tliese two lots returned 81.1 and 72.3 percent, respectively. How-

ever, the larger fish weighed 321 pounds when planted and re-

turned 462 pounds to the angler, whereas the smaller weighed 191

pounds when stocked and 338 pounds when caught. In terms of

weight stocked, the siiiallei' fish gave a substantially higher return.

3. In addition to their more efficient use of the lake's fish-i)ro(lucing

potential, plants of small-sized lidut are more economical. The cost

in the creel of catchable-sized rainbows ($0.19 each) is almost four

times as much as the cost of fingerlings (.^iO.Uo each) in Castle

Lake. This is based on an average return of 80 percent for catch-

ables and 20 percent for fingerlings (the mean return of four truck

plants of undi'Ugged rainbow fingerlings of the domestic strain—
the 1952, 1954, 1956, and 1957 plants). Catchables and fingerlings
cost $0.15 and $0.01 each, respectively, to produce (Ward and

Kier, 1959).

4. The 1952 truck plant of 2,500 rainbows, 18.5 per ounce, returned

considerably better than an e(pial lot of air-planted rainbows, 20.0

per ounce. These two plants returned 21.0 and 11.7 percent, re-

spectively, to the anglers.

TABLE 3

Castle Lake, Rainbow Trout: Description of Planted Fish

1952—2,500 RT-FS, 7.8 per pound, marked RV
Planted to provide fi.sliing. to show returns from a plant of catchable rainbow.
and to compare returns of this lot of toj) grade lish with the following lot of

mi'<]iiiin grade.

2,500 RT-FS, 13.1 per pound, marked LV
MediuMi grade of sorted fish for comparison with aliu\e lot.

2,500 RT-FS, 18.5 per ounce, marked Ad-RV
I'lanled ;it lake slmre from staii<l.ird lank truck, without drugs, for com-

jiarison with following loi.

2,500 RT, 20.0 per ounce, marked Ad-LV
I'hnited from air]d:ine. without drugs, for comparison with al)o\-e lot.

1,000 RT, 20.0 per ounce, not marked
I'lanted from niri'lanc li\ mistake, l^xact number in doubt.

1953—3,000 RT-FS, 8.5 per ounce, marked RP
I'lanted from airi)lane ;

carried from the Siskivou County airport in sodium
amytiil solution ( .'{ grjiins jier gallon i.

3,000 RTFS, 8.3 per ounce, marked LP
I'lanled by airphnu! without drug for comparison with above lot. These were

planted on the same flight but on the two passes following the above.

1954—5,000 RT-FS, 13 per ounce, marked LV-RV
I'lanled bv irurk, wilhoul drug, at lake shore for comparison with steelhead

fingerlings.

5,000 SH, Snow Mt., 18 per ounce, marked Ad-LV-RV
I'l.inted by truck, without drugs. J latched and reared at Darrah Springs
Hatchery.
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TABLE 3—Continued

Castle Lake, Rainbow Trout: Description of Planted Fish

1955—3,833 RT-FS, 5 per pound, marked RP-RV
Planted for comparison with following lot of tagged fish, and to obtain data
on percentage return to the creel.

980 RT-FS, 5 per pound, marked LP-RV and tagged
Same as the lot above but also marked with subcutaneous tags by R. L.

Butler and assistants.

5,470 RT-K, 16 per ounce, marked Ad-RP
Kamloops eggs from British Columbia were hatched and reared at Mt. Shasta

Hatchery. This lot suffered considerably from diseases in the hatchery. Their

gills were badly infected with blood flukes, Sanguinicola.

1956—14,858 RT-FS, 19 per ounce, marked RV
Eggs from Hot Creek Hatchery brood stock, hatched and reared at Darrah
Springs Hatchery. Appeared to be in good condition at planting time. No
abnormal mortality in lot held in live cage.

1957—5,477 RT-FS, 16.1 per ounce, marked Ad-RV
Fingerlings from Mt. Shasta Hatchery brood stock, fed standard liver and
ocean fish diet. Their health seemed to l)e inferior to the following lot fed

Iiellets. but this was not necessarily due to the diet.

4,523 RT-FS, 9.3 per ounce, marked Ad-LV
Fingerlings from Mt. Shasta Hatchery brood stock, fed Rangen pellets almost

exclusively. Their health seemed to be superior to the lot above. Five hun-
dred of each of these two lots held in a live cage for a week suffered no
unusual mortality.

1958—20,000 RT-FS, 20.9 per ounce, marked LV
Fingerlings from ;Mt. Shasta Hatchery brood stock, fed the standard liver

and ocean fish diet. The condition of these fish seemed to be satisfactory at

the time of planting. They will be compared with plants of rainbow fingerlings
made in 19.j6 and IO-jT in respect to growth rate and survival to the angler.

5. The return from the 1953 air plant of 3,000 nndrngged rainbows,
8.3 per ounce, was slightly better than that of an equal lot of

drugged air-planted rainbows, 8.5 per ounce. The return to the

angler from these two plants was only 3.6 and 2.6 percent, respec-

tively. On the basis of the 1952 and 1953 air plants, it appears that

at Castle Lake the return to the angler is appreciably less from air

plants than from truck plants.

6. The 1955 plant of 3,833 untagged rainbows, 5.0 per pound, re-

turned significantly better (at the 0.5 percent level) than 980

of the same lot tagged with an experimental subcutaneous tag.

Eighty-five percent of the untagged and 76.5 percent of the tagged
fish were caught by anglers.

7. The 1957 plant of 4,523 rainbows, 9.3 per ounce, raised on Rangen
pellets, have returned a greater percentage to the angler than a lot

of 5,477 rainbows 16.1 per ounce, fed the standard liver and ocean

fish diet. Through 1959, 5.7 percent of the former and 2.1 percent
of the latter plant had been caught by anglers. A few more returns

are expected from these fish during 1960. Unfortunately, there is

no way of determining what part of the greater return of the

pellet-fed fish is due to the pellet diet and what part is due to

their larger size at planting. The results of this test are, therefore,

inconclusive.
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Comparison of Rainbow Strains

Data are still iiisiifficienl to determine llie best rainbow sti-ain for

stocking in Castle Lake. However, the Castle Lake investigation has now
entered a new phase of higher priority and, although the present data

are deficient with respect to the best strain of rainbows for the lake, a

decision regarding the strain of fingerlings that appeared to be best

suited to the lake had to be reached, so that the current study could

proceed.
Four truck plants of undrugged fingerlings of the domestic fall-

spawning strain stocked in 19r)2, 1054, 1!)56. and 1!)57 have produced a

mean return to the angler of ]9.() percent thi-ough 1959. This mean is

expected to approach 20 percent when all of the returns from the

1956 and 1957 plants are in. Anglers harvested 21.0 percent of the 1952

plant, the first fingerling plant of the rainbow trout phase. These finger-

lings had four days to become acclimated before a plant of 5,000 catch-

able- and subcatchable-sized rainbows Mas made. The 1954 plant re-

turned 25.5 percent and was made when the pojnilation of rainbows in

Castle Lake was very low (only 483 rainbows were caught in 1954).
The 1956 plant of 14,858 domestic fingerlings had returned 29.3 percent

through 1959, making it the most successful fingerling rainbow plant
in Castle Lake. This plant also was made when the population of large
rainbows in the lake was low (Figure 2). In fact, the yield of all trout

during 1956 was low, amounting to only 10.7 pounds per acre (Table 1).

The poor return of the 1957 plant (3.8 percent) may be attributed

chiefly to their being stocked when tlip large 1956 plant was near the

peak of its predatory potential.
In general, fingerling rainbow plants Jnade in Castle Lake when tlie

population of larger rainbows was low exhibited good survival to the

creel and those made when the population of larger rainbows was high
exhibited poor survival. Largely as a result of this, the rainbow jiopuhi-

tion in Castle Lake has undergone definite annual fluctuations in abund-

ance, as reflected by the annual catch (Figure 2). The results of a

similar study cari'ied out on AVcl)cr Lake, Wisconsin, by Burdick and

Cooper (1956) emphasize the ini])ortance of stocking rainbow finger-

lings in lakes at a time when populations of larger fish are low, espe-

cially when small fingei-Iings are concerned. In the AVisconsin study,
successful ]ilants altcnuited with unsuccessful ])lants, the successful

plants being slocked in the even years and the unsuccessful ])lants in

the odd years from 1945 through 1950. The data from the two studies

suggest that some trout lakes could be more efficiently managed with

rainbow fingerlings by planting in alternate years, instead of annually,
as is customary.

Only two other rainbows, steelhead rainbow 1i-out (Salmo g. gaird-

nerii) from the Eel River, California, and Kamloops rainbow trout

(S. g. kamloops) from British Columbia, were com])ared with the

domestic strain. Six plants of the domestic strain were made through
1957, whereas only one plant of each of the other two groups was made.
The return of tlie 1954 plant of 5,000 steelhead fingerlings was very

low. Only 4.4 percent (221 fish) of this plant were caught, while 25.5

percent (1,276 fish) were caught fi-om an ecpuil number of domestic

fingerlings planted the same year. Unfortunately, the results of this test

are clouded by the fact that the steelhead wei-e released five weeks after
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the domestic fish and were somewhat smaller (18 per ounce) at planting
time than the domestics (13 per ounce). These factors could have

adversely affected the survival of the steelhead.

Their survival to the angler of 18.2 percent makes the 1955 plant of

5,470 Kamloops fingerlings one of the more successful of the Castle

Lake rainbow plants. The Kamloops were considerably more responsive
to fly fishing than the domestic strain. In 1957, 14.8 percent of the Kam-
loops catch was taken on flies, whereas only 8.4 percent of that year's
catch of the 1956 plant of domestic fish was fly caught (difference sig-

nificant at 0.5 percent level). H. D. Boles (unpublished data) made
comparable findings in an experiment in the Lakes Basin Recreation

Area of Sierra County, California. In his study, over 50 percent of the

catch from a plant of catchable-sized Kamloops was taken on flies, while

onh' 15 percent of the catch from a comparable lot of catchable-sized

domestic rainbows was taken by fly fishermen. Judging from unsolicited

comments from anglers and from personal experience, the Kamloops
also exhibit a fighting ability superior to that of domestic strains.

The results of this single Kamloops plant suggest that this rainbow

may be of considerable value in a well-rounded trout lake management
program. Additional experiments in other lakes appear warranted.

Since 1959, Dr. Charles R. Goldman of the University of California

at Davis, working in cooperation with the California Department of

Fish and Game, has been employing the carbon-14 method in an attempt
to determine the element or elements that are limiting primary produc-

tivity in Castle Lake. It was decided that future plants should be of

identical number and strain, so that the effects of anticipated experi-
mental fertilization techniques could be evaluated more readily.

Because of its suitability to the lake and because more data have been
obtained for the Mt. Shasta fall-spawning domestic strain than for any
other strain in Castle Lake, this strain has been chosen for annual

stocking during the new phase of the Castle Lake investigations.

Size of Rainbow Fingerling Plants

It is believed that a valid estimate of the proper number of rainbow

fingerlings to plant annually in Castle Lake may be made from the data

now accumulated. It appears that a yield of roughly 13 pounds per acre

may be expected from Castle Lake with the brook trout-rainbow trout

combination (Table 1). With a catch composition similar to that of

1958 and 1959, approximately 2,000 rainbows averaging 0.2 pounds
each must be caught, in addition to the brook trout, to provide an
annual yield of this magnitude. It was stated earlier that four truck

plants of undrugged domestic fingerlings produced a mean return to

the creel of 20 percent. Therefore, the size of the plant may be deter-

mined simply by dividing the required catch (2,000) by the expected
fraction returned (0.20). This results in an estimate of 10,000 for the

number of rainbow fingerlings to be stocked annually, or 210 fingerlings

per surface acre. All plants of the current phase of the investigation
will be of this magnitude, beginning with the 1959 plant. It will be

shown later that the proportion of rainbow in the Castle Lake catch

in 1958 and 1959 was too great. However, a reduction in the propor-
tion of rainbow in the catch will not invalidate the above procedure; it
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will only reduce the required catch and, consequently, the size of the

plant.

Growth of Rainbow Trout

With minor exceptions, the o-rowth rates of the various experimental
rainbow plants are similar (Table 4). The fish do not become appreci-

ably vulnerable to the fishery until they approach six inches in fork

length. The faster growing fish of this size begin to enter the catch in

numbers in late June or early July of the season following their plant-

ing (at Age I). Their average length at Age I is 6.6 inches. At Age II

and III the catch averages 8.3 and 9.3 inches in fork length, respec-

tively. The few fish that survive more than three seasons exhibit growth
increments of less than one inch per year. Eainbows larger that 11

inches are rarely caught in Castle Lake. It should be noted that these

data are for angler-caught fish and, therefore, only approximate the

actual growth rate of the fingerling plants. For example, the fact that

the faster growing fish are the first to become vulnerable results in an

overestimate of the average size of the fi.sh at Age I.

Comparison of Rainbow and Brook Trout

Table 1 shows that an average annual yield of 10.3 pounds per acre

was realized during the brook trout phase of the investigation (1947-51).
In 1954 the yield of brook trout was also 10.3 pounds per acre and they

comprised 84 percent of the total catch. Ninety percent of these brooks

were wild, naturally-spawned fish. In 1958 and 1959, during the rain-

bow trout phase, the yield was 12.8 and 12.9 pounds per acre, respec-

tively, and 73 percent of the fish were rainbows. This represents a mean
increase in yield of 119 pounds per j'ear (2.5 pounds per acre) over that

of the brook trout phase. However, some of this increased yield was not

an actual gain. The plants that contributed most heavily to the rainbow

catch in 1958 and 1959 (the 1956, 1957, and 1958 plants) averaged 14,953

fingerlings per year or 1.1 pounds per acre per year. Thus, the net yield

(pounds harvested minus pounds planted) of the rainbow phase ex-

ceeded that of the brook trout phase by only 1.4 pounds per acre.

When this increase is considered only in terms of cost, it becomes

clear that management patterned after that of the rainbow trout phase
of the Castle Lake investigations is not desirable for lakes of this type.
The gross annual increase in yield of 119 pounds of trout was brought
about by annual rainbow plants averaging 14,953 fingerlings at a cost

of one cent each (Ward and Kier, 1959). Thus, the increased yield

resulting from the fingerling rainbow plants cost $1.26 per pound.
This increase in yield was costly, since the heavy rainbow stocking

established a rainbow population chiefly at the expense of, not in addi-

tion to, the naturally-produced brook trout population. The proportion
of brook trout in the Castle Lake catch dropped from 84 percent in 1954

to 27 percent in 1959 (Table 1). Furthermore, 11 percent more brooks

were caught in 1958 than in 1959, even though the 1959 catch had a 20

percent greater total weight. This may indicate that the proportion of

large (old) fish in the population is increasing and that recruitment

is inadequate.

Competition between brook and rainbow trout is believed to be a

major cause of the decline of the brook trout population in Castle Lake.
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If uiie hyi)otlu'size.s lluil IIr' chaiit-e ui' survival lo the aii<:lcr of a

naturally-spawned brook trout fingerling is approximat(4y ('(|ual to that
of a hatchery rainbow fingerling, the proportion of brooks and rainbows
in the oatch will reflect the jn-oportion of fingci'ling lirook trout pro-
dueetl and rainbow fingerlings stocked. Therefore, if the number of

rainbow fingerlings planted exceed the number of brook trout finger-

lings produced, in time the catch will be comprised chiefly of hatchery
rainboM's. In Castle Lake, where spawning areas foi- bi-ook trout are

limited, it seems reasonable that the annual i)roduction of brook trout

fingerlings would indeed fall short of the average number of rainbows
stocked during this phase of the investigation.

The returns of fingerling ])lants of brooks and rainbows indicate that

rainbows were the more cannibalistic of the two species. The 1IJ48 plant
of 20,000 fingerling brooks returned 36.4 percent to the angler, even

though this plant was made w^hen the lake was overpopulated with
brooks longer than 6.0 inches in fork length. In contrast with this,

plants of fingerling rainbows made when the population of large rain-

bows Avas high generally exhibited poor survival to the angler. It was
stated earlier that the poor survival of these plants was believed to be

due primarily to predation by the larger rainbows. It is also believed

that predation by rainbows on newly-emerged brook trout has been
another major cause of the decline in the brook trout population in

Castle Lake since 1954.

The relative importance of rainbow predation and competition in

the Castle Lake fishery is not known ; however, a reduction in the size

of the annual plant of rainbow fingerlings could be expected to reduce

both, thereby benefiting the brook trout.

It should be possible to determine the size of rainbow fingerling

plants that would allow the brook trout to attain a satisfactory popula-
tion in Castle Lake. Perhaps this smaller-sized plant could bring about
the same increase in annual jdeld as the larger plants that have been
made during the rainbow trout phase of the investigation. Ideally, the

rainbow plants should be of a size that would allow a near maximum
population of naturally-produced brook trout and. therefore, would
increase the annual yield without appreciably- retaiding the production
of brook trout. If this did occur, the brook trout-rainbow trout combina-
tion could be maintained at reasonable cost.

Most western lakes of the Castle Lake type are relatively inacct'ssible

and are subject to very light fishing pressure. Under these conditions,

self-sustaining brook trout popitlations generally provide excellent fish-

ing. It must be concluded that, when spawning tributaries are absent,
such waters can be more economically managed with wihl brook trout

alone than with hatchery supported brook-rainbow ])opulations.

SUMMARY

L Experimental lots of marked fingei'lings were stocked in Castle

Lake aniiuall.v from 1952 through 1958. These exi)erimental plants
were evaluated by means of a total (1952 and 1953) and a five-

da3^-per-week creel census (1954-1959).

2. Tlie primary objectives of the rainbow trout phase of the Castle

Lake investigation were to determine (!) the effect of the rainbow
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on the brook trout fishery; (2) the strain of rainbow that would

provide the highest returns to the angler commensurate with a good
growth rate; and (3) the number that should be stocked annually
to provide the best returns to the angler.

3. Secondary experiments with catchable-sized and subcatchable-sized

rainbows, planting methods, diets, and tags were carried out, also.

The significant results of these tests were :

a. The mean return to the angler of four plants of catchable-sized,

fall-spawning, domestic rainbows was 79.9 percent.
b. The percentage returned to the angler of a plant of 2,500 rain-

bow trout, weighing 7.8 per pound, was slightly better than the

return from an equal lot weighing 13.1 per pound. However,
in terms of weight stocked, the smaller fish gave a substantially

higher return.

c. In addition to their more efficient use of the lake's fish produc-

ing potential, plants of small-sized trout are more economical.

The cost in the creel of catchable-sized rainbows ($0.19 each)

is almost four times as much as the cost of fingerlings ($0.05

each) in Castle Lake.

d. The return to the angler from air plants was appreciably less

than that acheived through truck planting in Castle Lake.

e. A plant of 3,833 untagged rainbows, 5.0 per pound, returned

significantly better than 980 of the same lot tagged with an

experimental subcutaneous tag.

4. Anglins- success durinar the rainbow trout phase was high, with

the catch per angler hour averaging 1.0 trout. Fishin*? pressure
flroi^ned a^nreciably after 1957, dne probably to deterioration of

the Castle Lake road and the recent development of good trout

fishing in nearby Dwinnell Reservoir.

5. Due to insufficient data, a decision regarding the best strain of

rainbows for Castle Lake was not reached. However, in order to

minimize variability duriu"' anticipated lake fertilization experi-

ments, tbe teniDorarv choice of a sinqle strain was necessary. The
domestic fall-snawnino- strain was chosen because of its suitability

to the lake and because more data have been obtained for it than

for the other rainbows tested in Castle Lake. The single plant of

Kamloops rainbows showed considerable promise. Further experi-

ments with them appear warranted.

6. Under a species catch composition similar to 1958 and 1959, 10.000

rainbow fingerlings appear to be the proper number to stock in

Castle Lake annually. This amounts to 210 fish per surface acre.

7. The annual yield during the rainbow trout phase was greater than

that during the earlier phases. However, the actual gain in yield

(pounds harvested minus pounds planted) during the rainbow

phase over that of naturally-produced brook trout was only 1.4

pounds per acre.

8. The gross increase in yield (119 pounds per year or 2.5 pounds
per acre per year) brought about by the stocking of rainbow

fingerlings was found to cost $1.26 per pound.
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9. Tliis increase in yield was costly, since ilie heavy I'aiiihow sloclxiii^i'

establislicd a rainbow population chiefly at the expense of, not in

addition to, the natnrally-produced brook trout population.

10. The steady decline of the brook trout po])ulati()n since 1\)~A is

believed to be due primarily to eoinjictition broujiiit about by
heavy rainbow stocking- and predation by lar^^c lainbows.

11. Most western lakes of the Castle Lake type are relatively inacces-

sible and are subject to very light fishing ])ressure. Tender these

conditions, self-sustaiuing brook trout ])opulations generally pro-
vide excellent fishing'. It must be concluded that, when spawning
tributaries are absent, such waters can be more economically man-

aged with wild brook trout alone than \villi liatchery supported
brook-rainbow populations.
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NEW NORTHERN RECORD FOR BLACK SKIPJACK

(EUTHYNNUS UNEATUS)

On September 2, 1960 a black skipjack was taken on trolling gear
off San Simeon, California, approximate lat. 35° 20' N.

; long. 121° 40'

W., by Mr. AYarren Beadle and Mr. Ken Bntler of the albacore vessel

DOR ANN. The fish weighed nine and one-half pounds and had a fork

length of 602 mm.
Black skipjack are common off Mexico and Central America, but

had been reported from California waters only twice previously: in

July 1939 one was taken with a catch of bluefin tuna by a purse seiner

operating near Santa Barbara Island; the second was caught by a

sport fisherman off Dana Point during July 1951.

The present specimen is especially notable because it extended the

known range of black skipjack northward by about 110 miles.

FIGURE 1. Black skipjack, Euffiynnus /inea/us Kishinouye.
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TWO UNUSUAL CEPHALOPODS TAKEN NEAR MONTEREY

A iiiiilc fiapjack dcviHish. Opisllmlf nth is ral ifniiiliiiKi iJcri'v. was
taken in about 'i.lO fathoms oil' Monterey Bay, I\Iarch 4, !!»()() l)v Cap-
tain Dom Gi-illo of tlie Montei-ey trawler TWO BROS. (i. II. This was
only the second male reported fi-om the Califoi-nia coast. The species
was described in 1949 on the basis of two adult females trawled off

Eureka in April 1948 (Berry, 1949). The first and only previous male
was can<rht off Eureka over three years later in September 1951

(Berry, 1955). It had a lateral spread of about 7 inches, whereas the

Monterey Bay male wms 11 inches across the webbed arms. Its occur-
rence off Monterey extends the kiHtwn I'anj^e about 240 miles to the

southward.

A giant squid, MorolcutliU rubusta (\'errill), measuring]: 8if feet in

total length was taken near Carmel, California, June 19, 1960. Jerry
Stuguen, Mike Evans and Warren Kent of San Jose captured it while

skindiving. It is the fiftli giant squid known to have been taken in

California Maters. Previously, they have been reported from Monterey
Bay (J'hillips, 19.S3) and Laguna Beach (Croker, 1934). In addition,
Prof. Rolf L. Bolin, Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove, noted
one at the Monterey fish markets, perhaps in the year 1935 and one
was trawled off Santa Rosa Island by the Department of Fish and
Game research vessel, N. B. SCOFIELD, in November 1954 (Figure 1).
Neither of the last tw'o has been reported upon in a scientific journal.

All but one of the California captures was made in shallow water,
close to shore. The one taken off Santa Rosa Island in 1954 was trawled

from a depth of 200 fathoms. The five California specimens have ranged
from 8| to 10 feet in lengtli. im-Iuding tentacles. A giant squid 14 feet

long has been taken in Alaskan waters. They wei-e first described in

1876, from specimens taken off the Aleutian Islands, Alaska.

Another scpud found off California which closel}- approaches the

giant squid in size is the jumbo squid, Dosidicns cjigas. Jumbo squid

FIGURE 1. Giant squid, Moroteuthis robusta, 116 inches total length, trawled in 200 fathoms

off Santo Rosa Island from N. 6. SCOF/ELD, November, 1954. Phofograph by Jack W. Schott.
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up to four feet long have been noted in our waters but in Peruvian
waters 10-footers are not uncommon. They appeared in tremendous
numbers along the California coast during the years 1934-1937, and

proved to be a pest to fishermen (Clark and Phillips, 1986 and Croker,

1937). Since then they have rarely been taken inshore, although alba-

core fishermen occasionally encounter them in some abundance well

offshore.

Giant squid can be distinguished from jumbo squid by the prominent
hooks on the terminal portions of the two, long, tentacular arms. The
other eight arms bear suckers only. In the jumbo squid, none of the 10

appendages bears hooks; but, the suckers may be provided with horny
rings. In the giant squid, the series of hooks on each tentacular arm
is preceded by an oval "fixing pad", which is raised at the anterior

margin. Each pad bears several small suckers. When the two pads are

placed together, the hooks on the terminal portions of the arms form
an effective food-capturing mechanism.
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RANGE EXTENSIONS FOR TWO CALIFORNIA FISHES, WITH A
NOTE ON A RARE FISH

Oil .Inly 1(), 1!).")!), a 22-iiich eoral-rcd i-ockfisli, S( hashxh s muvdonaldi

(Eigeniiiaii &. Beeson), was takoii in a drag net fishing' on the bottom
in 110 fathoms ofif Pt. Sur, lat. 36° 18' N., long. 122" 04' W. It was in

a catch of bocaccio and cliilipc])pcr rockfish made by tho trawler T^VO
BliOS. G. II, C'ai)tain Doni (irillo. Pi-eviously, the northei-ii limit of

the range for coral-red rockfisli was Santa Monica Bay (Phillips, 1957).
Therefore, the above capture extends the range about 250 miles to the

northward.
On September 22, 1!).")!), an 11-incli hlacksniif li, Chroinis pii tirfipinnis

(Cooper), was taken with baited hook in five fathoms of water in

Carmel Bay, lat. 36° 33' N., long. 121° 56' W. It was left at Marty's
]\Iarket, Monterey, by a sport fisherman from the party-boat SEW
ROZ. The northern limit of the range, j^reviously listed as Pt. Concep-
tion (Roedel, 1953), is extended about 150 miles.

FIGURE 1. Popeye dory, Allocyfius follefti Myers, (7% inches total length) taken October 5,

1959, in 270 fathoms ofF Point Gordo, California. Photo by J. 6. Pliillips.

A rare oreosomatid, tlie popeye dory, AHocyttus folletti Mvers, was
taken on October 5, 1959, in 270 fathoms off Pt. Gorda, lat. 40° Ki' X.,

long. 124^ 40' AV. This specimen, seven and tliree-(|uarter inches long

(Figure 1), appeared in the net of the dragger NOimfERX LIGHT,
operated l)y tlic rrl)ani l)rolli('rs of Fort Bragg. Two ollici- popeye
dories haxc l)cen taken iu Calitoi'iiia waters off Eni'eka and Vov\ P>ragg.
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AN INEXPENSIVE WELL MICROTOME FOR LABORATORY USE

Frequently in laboratory work concerning fisheries investigations a

need arises for a microtome. The microtome here described (Figure 1)
is inexpensive to build, simple to operate, and can be constructed with
the aid of a drill press and a small metal lathe.

This instrument is similar in design to a hand microtome, but differs

in that it utilizes a depth micrometer as the adjusting device, and has

legs to facilitate its use.

The specifications and dimensions are flexible and may be modified

to fit specific needs.

List of Parts and Materials

Items and Dimensions Required

Tool steel body, 3x1^ inches 1

Steel piston (dowel pin), fxf inches 1

Steel legs, 1 x 6^ inches 3

Aluminum hold-down clamps, i x 4 x 1-inch 2

Allen cap screws, 6-32 x 1-inch 2

Allen set screws, 6-32 x ^-inch 3

Depth micrometer with 0- to 1-inch rod 1

Plastic razor blade holder 1

Single-edge razor blade 1

WELL

BODY

LEG SET SCREW

MICROMETER

\PL&STIC BLM)E
HOLDER AND BLADE

FIGURE 1. Microtome and knife. Phofograpb by A. E. Vogel.
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CONSTRUCTION AND USE

The body of the microtome is tool steel 3 inches in diameter by 1^
inches thick and has through its center a f-inch cylinder (well) fitted

with a steel piston. The depth micrometer is attached to the underside
of the body with two small "L" type hold-doAvn clamps secured with
6-32 X 1-inch Allen cap screws. The legs are -l-inch diameter steel and

slightly bent for stability (Figure 1). They are anchored to the body
in 1-inch deep holes and are made fast with 6-32 x j-inch Allen set

screws.

The microtome knife is a standard single-edge razor blade held in a

plastic blade holder.

Material to be sectioned is imbedded in a supporting medium such
as pith-wood or a vaseline-paraffin mixture and placed in the micro-

tome well. A preliminary cut made in the area to be sectioned will

smooth the surface. Subsequent cuts can be made by adjusting the

micrometer to the desired thickness.—Robert A. Iselin, Marine Re-
sources Operations, California Department of Fish and Game, January
1961.



RETIREMENT
EARL LEITRITZ

Earl Leitritz, who served as supervisor of the California hatchery
program for many years, retired from State service on August 4, 1961.

Leitritz's entire career was associated with fish hatcheries. His boy-
hood love for fishing steered him to his first regular job at Mt. Shasta
Fish Hatchery, California, where on July 21, 1923, he went to work
as an apprentice fish culturist, under the tutelage of the late Captain
G. H. Lambson. Mt. Shasta Hatchery at that time was known as the

largest fish hatchery in the world. Fish were distributed throughout
the State by two specially equipped railroad fish cars. Leitritz spent the

greater part of two seasons as a car messenger on the fish cars. After

completion of his apprenticeship, he continued as a fish culturist until

May 1, 1931, when he was promoted to Fish Hatchery Foreman, in

charge of Fall Creek Fish Hatchery and egg collecting stations on the

upper Klamath River, in northern California. In this assignment, he
directed the salmon and steelhead trout operations in that area : collec-

tion of eggs, salmon and steelhead rearing, and distribution of the

young fish.

In June, 1939, he was promoted to Fish Hatchery Superintendent,
in charge of j\It. Shasta Hatchery, where he remained for a little over

two years. In October, 1941, he was promoted to Fish Hatchery Inspec-
tor for northern California, with headquarters at San Francisco. The

position title of Fish Hatchery Inspector was changed to Assistant

Supervisor of Fish Hatcheries on March 1. 1942.

On January 26, 1943, Leitritz began a 31-month tour of duty Avith

the U. S. Army. On his discharge from the Army, August 6, 1945, he

returned to his former position with the then California Division of

Fish and Game.
On September 8, 1947, he was promoted to Supervisor of Fish Hatch-

eries, to direct all fish hatchery operations in California. During the

period 1949 through 1952, he was the Department's fish hatchery ex-

pert in carrying out a $4,300,000 fish hatchery expansion and modern-
ization program. His many original ideas in hatchery design and layout
established California as a leader in the field.

On reorganization of the old Division of Fish and Game into the

present Department of Fish and Game in 1952, his position was reclassi-

fied to that of Fisheries Management Supervisor, and he moved from
San Francisco to Sacramento March 1, 1953, when the headquarters
location was changed.

licitritz is well known throughout fish cultural circles for his writings
on hatchery subjects. He has been a periodic contributor to The Pro-

gressive Fish Culturist, Outdoor California, California Fish and Game,
and U. S. Trout News. Some of his publications have been reproduced

(421 )
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in Eiijrlaiul and France. TTis latest ])nb]icati()n. Trout and Salmon Cul-

ture (Fish Bull(ti)t 107), has received international acceptaiico as the

definitive treatise on tront and salmon cnltnre and is presently being
translated into Japanese.

After retirement. Leitritz will devote his time to eonsnltation work
for a Seattle company mainii'aclui'in.u' iish cidtnral equipment, to the

development of his 520-aere ranch in Surprise Vallej', Modoc County,
California, and to his long-time hobby of restoring antique automobiles.

His colleagues and many friends wish him well in these endeavors.—
^yaUcr T. S]ian)io)i, Director, Califor)iia I)cpart)ncnt of Fish and Game.

RETIREMENT

DONALD D. McLEAN

Donald D. McLean, Game Manager III, retired from the Department
of Fish and Game on June 30, 1961 after 31 years of service. He is a

native of Mariposa, California.

Prior to joining the then Division of Fish and Game, he collected

biological specimens in southeast Arizona and adjacent Mexico and
served four years as Assistant Park Naturalist at Yosemite National
Park.

His career with the Department encompassed virtually all ])hases of

game research and management. However, his special interest was in

research. He was gifted with exceptional powers of observation and his

general knowledge of California wildlife was unequalled in the Depart-
ment. His varied interests are reflected in his writings. Notable are a

game bulletin on the quail of California, a booklet on upland game,
and various articles in CALIFORNIA FISH AND GA:\IE on deer,

antelope, waterfowl, and mountain lions.

He is an accomplished artist and his drawings and sketches of birds

and mammals have appeared in numerous Dei)ai'tmeiit publications.
Mr. McLean was active in organizations outside the Department,

being a permanent member of the Board of Governor's of the Cooper
Ornithological Society and a life member of the California Academy
of Sciences.

His co-workers and many friends in the Department extend best

wishes for a long and happy retirement.—Ben (iJading, Chief, Game
Management Branch, California Department of Fish and Game.



BOOK REVIEWS
Ecology of Inland Waters and Estuaries

By George K. Reid; Reinhold Publ. Co., New York, 1961; xvi + 375 pp., $9.

This is the best introductory text for limnology this reviewer has seen, The roles
of geology, chemistry and biology in their broadest sense are presented in a logical
sequence.
The text is divided into five sections, the first of which is a discussion of how lakes,

streams and estuaries are formed and maintained. It is concerned with what might
be called geohydrology. Water is discussed as a modifier of landscapes.
The second section is quite brief and is concerned with the physical and chemical

features of water itself.

The third section discusses water as an environment, including such aspects as

solar radiation, thermal characteristics, movements, and dissolved gases and solids.

Each of the topics is discussed in terms of hikes, streams, and estuaries. The subject
is first thoroughly covered in terms of lakes. The same characteristics are then

reviewed in terms of streams and estuaries.

The fourth section is a review of the kinds of organisms found in the three

aquatic environments. This section is perhaps of least interest and usefulness. It is

rather more general than the rest of the text would dictate. A more extensive

bibliography would be helpful. A number of excellent general references on aquatic
animals have not been included.

Part five introduces ideas concerning the relationship of organisms and environ-

ment and although it is shorter than one would have expected, it is quite adequate.
There is an interesting introduction to the use of radioactive tracers in limno-

logical studies. This, however, is a field that is developing so rapidly that the most

important advances are still to be found in "occasional papers." The treatment,

however, is adequate for the group this book is written for.

The illustrations are generally good, well reproduced, and demonstrate what they
are meant to demonstrate. There is a good bibliography and the book is well indexed.

The general makeup of the book is of high quality.
If I were teaching limnology, I would certainly use ECOLOGY OF INLAND

AVATERS AND ESTUARIES. I would recommend the use of this book as a re-

fresher for old students and as an introduction to the field of limnology for new
students.—•/. B. Kimseij, California Department of Fish and Game.

Ring of Bright Water

By Gavin Maxwell; E. P. Dutton, 1960; x plus 211 pp., 78 black and white photographs, $5.

The author of this book is a very versatile man : prose writer and poet, portrait

painter and photographer, naturalist and keeper of wild and domestic pets, linquist
and student of his fellow men, and one-time shark fisherman. He has written books
about his shark fishing experiences, about the Marsh Arabs of Southern Iraq,
about the Sicilians. The greater part of the present book is laid at his home on a
remote sea loch on the northwest coast of Scotland. He sees with the eye of an artist

and naturalist, and describes what he sees with the tongue of a poet—an ideal

combination. He has an appreciative and discerning eye for sea and sky and plant
life, for wild birds and dolphins and seals and fishes, for all the color and life about
him. Most of all, his book concerns his pet otters.

Having lost his dog companion of many years, the author started looking about
for another pet to keep him company, and thought of an otter. In the marshes of

Southern Iraq he found a baby one. which died after a few days but left him con-

vinced that this was indeed what he wanted. Shortly afterward, he acquired a
second one, Mijbil, which he brought home with him to London, and later to his

cottage in Scotland. After Mijbil's accidental death a year later, he made great

( 423 )
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efforts to find another otter, and event iiiilly s<'<iircil liis present one, Edal, wlm li.iil

been brought from West Africa.

Otters are fasdnatinp: animals, with very lovable personalities and with a wealth

of interesting habits. They are not, however, easy to keep. They enjoy human com-

panionship, and demand a great deal of it if raised as pets. They have definite minds

of their own : you do not own an otter, the otter owns you. An otter is either

asleep or else engaged in almost ceaseless activity, much of it play. About Mijbil's

first being turned loose with a bathtub of water, the author says: "For half an hour

he went wibl with joy in the water, plunging and rolling in it, shooting up and
down the length of the bath underwater, and making enough slosh and splash for

a hippo. This, I was to learn, is a character of otters; every drop of water must

be, so to speak, extended and spread about the place ;
a bowl must at once be

overturned, or, if it will not overturn, be sat in and sploshed in until it overflows.

Water must be kept on the move and made to do things ; when static, it is as

wasted and provoking as a buried talent." Again, he says, "A room is not properly
habitable to them until they have turned everything upside down ... I had never

really appreciated the meaning of the word ransacked until I saw what an otter

could do in this way. ... An otter must find out everything and have a hand
in everything; but most of all he must know what lies inside any man-made con-

tainer or beyond any man-made obstruction." If all this makes even a confirmed

pet-lover and longtime otter-admirer such as the reviewer feel that after all maybe
she could do without keeping an otter herself, she still feels that there are few

more fascinating things to read al)out than Maxwell's pets. Also, the book is illus-

trated with 7S Ijeautiful photographs, which add greatly to its appeal.—J.«i<a E.

Daugherty, California Department of Fish and Game.

Soil and Wafer Conservation

International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, Seventh Annual

Technical Meeting, Athens, Greece, September 1958, vol. 4, 374 pp., $5.

This volume contains the pajiers presented at a symposium on "The influence

of soil and water conservation on natural resources".

Thirty-three papers are included dealing with a diversity of subjects. All, how-

ever, are related to an examination of the effect of various conservation measures

on the aquatic environment.
There is an introduction to the theme and a summary of the two background

papers by Umberto D'Ancona. One baekground T)npcr, "The effect of various conser-

vational measures or works on the aquatic environment and on the stocks of that

environment", was prepared by P. A. Larkin. The other, titled "Methods of mini-

mizing the deleterious effects of water-and land-use practices on aquatic resoui'ces",

was authored by William A. Dill and G. L. Kesteven. The balance of the volume is

conii)osed of experience papers ranging from general surveys of a problem, such as

"Multiple-purpose planning for aciuatic resources", by O. Lloyd INIeehean. to very

specific papers, such as "Modern fish pas.ses in the Netherlands", by C. L. Decider.

Nearly all the papers are of high quality.
The use of water for hydroelectric development, irrigation, domestic supplies,

navigation, and waste disposal is considered by workers from many backgrounds.
Some of the countries represented are Canada. Sweden, Ireland, Southern Rhodesia,

Congo (rJelgiau), Holland. It:ily, Austria, Denmark, Kenya, and the United States.

This volume is a significant contribution to water resource development in its

broadest sense. It will very probably not have the wide use it deserves.

Nearly all of the ])eople participating in the symiiosiuni were engaged in finding
remedies for the eff<'cts of water de\-eloi)Mients that were beneficial in one sense,
such as the development (jf li.\<lnielectricity. but di'Iriinental in other respects .such

as interference with fish migrations. Great advantages have been obtained from
water conservation schemes, and many have created new aquatic resources of great
value. There are )iinner<)us exainjiles of I'esources of gre.'it value being destroyed
by short-sighted one-imi'iiose iirojecl iilanning.
A few of the conti-ibutors to the symposium arc; aiqiarently einijloyed by govern-

ment or private agencies directly engaged in the development of water resources.

Most are with government agencies charged with the responsibility of ameliorating
the harmful side effects of development oi- finding ways to enhance the existing

acpiatic resource, without significant interference with the primary development.
The latter group, until recently, was a minority. Their role in resource idanuing
is now becoming more important, and many agencies engaged in development now
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request their presence and assistance in early planning stages. This volume, how-

ever, points out on a global scale that despite advances "there is nevertheless evi-

dence that needless damage is being done with consequent serious losses, economic,
nutritive, recreational, scientific and esthetic". It recommends : That all projects

throughout the world affecting aquatic environments—either directly or indirectly—
should, at the planning stage, be integrated with a program of investigation that
would secure the preservation of aquatic species and communities and improvement
of living resources.

The volume may be purchased from the International Union for Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources, 31 Rue Vautier, Brussels 4, Belgium.—J. B. Kimsey,
California Department of Fish and Game.

Western Forest Industry

By John A. Guthrie and George R. Armstrong; The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Mary-
land, 1961; xxvi + 324 pp., 52 fig., 55 tabl., $6.50.

Logging in its various aspects is important to biologists dealing with salmon
and steelhead along the Pacific slope of North America. Fortunately, there seems
to be a growing realization that abnormal siltation resulting from careless logging
and other improper land uses may be one of the most critical factors in the welfare
of trout and salmon in Western streams (c/. Cordone and Kelley, The Influences of

Inorganic Sediment on the Aquatic Life of Streams, Cal. Fish & Game, vol. 47,

April, 1961). Trends in the Western forest industry have an important bearing
on the future welfare of salmon and trout fisheries. This book provides a wealth
of information about the current logging picture and about the anticipated future
trends. Projections of things to come are based on a well-documented analysis of

present circumstances, including many excellent tables and graphs. The distribu-

tion and nature of the present timber resource from Alaska to California is out-

lined in much detail, along with a full statistical description of the related indus-
tries. Separate attention is given to the three main segments : Lumber, pulp, and

plywood.
The author's approach is analytical and thoughtful, throwing many interesting

lights on the logging situation which will help non-foresters to better understand
the industry, past, present, and future. The following quotation concerning apparent
trends illustrates very well the sort of material in this book which will interest

fishery biologists : "The decade of the 1950's has shown that lumber production can
be maintained and even increased while numbers of mills are decreasing. Normal
increases in production in the West between now and 1975, barring war and de-

pression and similar major disturbances, need not, therefore, call for large increases

in numbers of mills. Nor is there evidence of mills tending to grow significantly

larger. The most notable change has been increasing mill concentration in the fairly
narrow belt running through northern California, eastern Oregon and Washington,
northern Idaho, and northwestern Montana. To the west of this belt, concentration

of timber lands in the hands of large wood-using firms, timber holding companies,
and speculators, and competition for sawtimber by other firms and industries have
decreased timber availability, pushed stumpage prices up, and reduced chances for

profitable operation of the small mill. To the east of the belt, problems of timber

availability are currently less important than problems of transportation and

marketing.
"These are not transient influences. They are tied to the general economic develop-

ment of the West. Over a period of years, in the interior states, the gradual growth
of industry and commerce will help to overcome some of the obstacles to operation
of the small mill. By contrast, further economic development of the coastal states,

and further blocking up of timber lands by larger well-established firms will tend

to restrict the establishment of small mills in the coastal forests. The rate of

change will not necessarily be rapid, nor involve large numbers of mills, nor induce

widespread industi-y migration. The outlook, in the light of the experience of the

past twenty years, would seem to be largely one of gradually diminishing mill

concentration in coastal Oregon and in north coastal California with further de-

velopment in the inland areas of these same states, and eventually in the interior

states, by mills generally of medium size."—Alex Calhoun, California Department
of Fish and Game.
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Rivers : California central valley salmon

runs, 55-71 ; effects of sediment
on aquatic life, 189-228

Rockfish, coral-red : northern range ex-

tension, 418

Rosen, Merton N. and Frances F.

Holden : Multiple purulent ab-

scess {Cort/nehficieriuDi pyogenes)
of deer, 293-300

Runs, salmon : in the California central

valley, 55-71

Salmo clarkii henshairi: see trout cut-

throat

Saliiio crernianni: see trout cutthroat

SaJmo gairdnerii: see trout rainbow
Salmon, king : history of marked year-

lings from Nimbus Hatchery,
343-355 ; spawning stocks of the

California central valley, 55-71

Salveliniis fontinalis: see trout, eastern

brook

Sanderson, H. R. : see Hubbard and
Sanderson

Sarda chiliensis: see bonito, Pacific

Sardine, California : catch statistics,

age, length 1958-59 season. 273-

285

Sardinops caerulea: see sardine, Cali-

fornia

Sebastodes macdonaldi: see rockfish,

coral-red

Sediment bottle collector : use in moni-

toring polluted marine waters,
261-272

Sediment, inorganic : influences on

aquatic life in streams, 189-228

Seedlings, brush : survival at Tehama
deer winter range. 357-389

Seeley, Charles M. : see McCammon and

Seeley
Shovelers : nesting record for Humboldt

County, 301
Skiudivers : partv boat catch records.

303-305

Skipjack, black : new northern record,
415

Slosson. .Jack R. : see Hiehle and Slos-

son

Smith, Jr. Emil J. : A mechanical net-

puller for skiff fishing with gill

nets, 327-3.33

Spatula cigpedta: see shovelers

Spawning : observation of eastern brook

trout, 27-40 ; of salmon from
Ximbus Hatchery, 843-355 ; of

salmon in the California central

valley, 55-71 ; of the black

croaker, 163-174

Sprouts, stump : in relation to brush

management at Tehama deer

winter range, 357-389

Squid, giant : occurrence off California,
416-417

Stingray, round : occurrence in Hum-
boldt Bay, 335-338

Stocking : of hatchery trout at Castle

Lake, 399-414
'

Stocks : of California central valley

spawning salmon. 55-71

Strains : of rainbow trout used in stock-

ing Castle Lake, 399-414

Stranding : of pelagic red crabs at ^lon-

terey Bay, 97-101

Streams : effects of sediment on aquatic

life, 189-228

Streams, salmon : in the California

central valley, 55-71

Survival : of channel catfish, 5-26 ; of

salmon from Nimbus Hatchery,
343-355

Tagging : method for bear, 802-308
;
of

channel catfish, 5-26

Tags : use of disk-dangler, staple and
hvdrostatic in marking catfish at

Clear Lake, 237-255

Taxonomy: of Salino evermunni, 257-

259
Tehama deer winter range : brush

management studies, 357-389

Temperature : effect ou albacore distri-

bution, 73-85 ; effect on brook
trout spawning, 27-40 ;

influence

of distribution of pelagic red

crabs, 97-101
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Temperature, sea siirfaco : relation to

tuna catch, 313-326

Thunnus germo: see albacore

Thunnus saliens: see tuna, bluefin

Trap : typo used in bear tagging, 302-

oU.j

Trapping : for marking deer, 14;">-ir)2

Trawling : description of small boat ap-

paratus, 87-95

Trolling: to loc^ito albacore, 73-85

Trout, cutthroat: Salrtio (•rermanni not

a valid species, 257-259

Trout, eastern Ijrook : comparison with
rainbow trout production at

Castle Lake, 399-414 ; spawning
observations, 27-40

Trout, rainbow : Castle Lake investiga-

tions, 399-414

Tuna, bluetin : predicting catch by sea-

surface temperatures, 313-326

u

Vrolophns halleri: see stingray, round

Vegetation : description of Tehama deer

winter range, 357-389

w
Wales, J. H. and D. P. Borgeson :

Castle Lake investigation—third

phase : rainbow trout, 399-414

W'niiK r. (Jeorgu II., Donald IL Fry, Jr.,

and A. Nelson Culver : History
of yearling king salmon marked
and released at Nimbus Hatchery,
343-355

Water : influence on deer movements,
145-152

Waterfowl : botulism in San Jacinto

Valley, 113-114; food habits at

Humboldt Bay, 41-53
;
record of

shovelers nesting in Humboldt
County, 301

Wolf, Robert S. and Anita Daugherty :

Age and length comi)osition of

the sardine catch ofE I'acific Coast
of the United States and Mexico
in 1958-59, 273-285

Year-classes: of the 1958-59 catch of

California sardines, 273-285

Yocom, Charles F. : Shovelers nesting
in Humboldt Countv, California,

301

Yocom, Charles F. and Mathew Keller :

Correlation of food habits and
alumd.ince of waterfowl, Hum-
boldt I'.uy, California, 41-53

Young, Parke H. : Party boat logs show
how skindivers fared during 1958
and 1959, 303-305

Zoea : of crabs, 103-111
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Sections 206, 207, 208 of the

Fish and Game Code, that the Fish and Game Commission shall meet

on October 9, 1961, at 9:30 a.m., in the Old State Building, First and

Broadway, Los Angeles, California, to receive recommendations from

its own officers and employees, from the Department of Fish and Game
and other public agencies, from organizations of private citizens, and
from any interested person as to what, if any, regulations should be

made relating to fish. Amphibia, and reptiles, or any species or sub-

species thereof.

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION

Wm. J. Harp
Assistant to the Commission

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with Section 206 of the Fish

and Game Code, that the Fish and Game Commission shall meet on

December 8, 1961, at 9:30 a.m., in the State Employment Building,

Sacramento, California, to hear and consider any objections to its

determinations and proposed regulations in relation to fish. Amphibia,
and reptiles for the 1962 angling season, such determinations and

orders resulting from hearing held on October 9, 1961.

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION

Wm. J. Harp
Assistant to the Commission


